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ABSTRACT 

Surface treatment is the necessary and key process in corrosion maintenance of steel structures 

before painting, and sufficient removal of rust and salt is important to ensure maintenance and 

coating quality. The traditional surface treatment flow was divided by two steps, pre-treatment with 

hand tools, power tools as the first step, and post-treatment by abrasive blasting as the final step. As 

the degree of corrosion increases, rust and salt removal will be much less effective in cleaning. 

Especially in cases of severe corrosion pits, the post-treatment will be repeated several times until 

the surface is visually cleaned. This undoubtedly increased the investment of manpower and 

financial resources, as well as prolonged the construction schedule. Even this visually cleaned 

surface treatment is insufficient, which will leave undetectable rust and salt embedded in the surface, 

and re-corrosion will occur under the coating for a period of time after painting. This not only 

reduces the protective performance of the coating, shortens the maintenance cycle and greatly 

improves the cost, but also reduces the safety and reliability of the structure. 

To obtain a sufficiently cleaned surface and carry out effective coating maintenance 

engineering, it is crucial to select a suitable flow of surface treatment and then painting for steel 

components with different corrosion degrees. A new surface treatment flow is presented in this 

dissertation, which innovatively applies continuous wave laser (CWL) treatment technology to 

corrosion cleaning. CWL treatment as the intermediate step between pre-treatment and post-

treatment, which with high energy density can help efficiently remove the rust and salt that are 

difficult to remove in corrosion pits. On this basis, not only can raise the efficiency of the entire 

surface treatment process and improve the treatment effect of abrasive blasting, but also reduce the 

construction period and cost. Even solved the problems of structural damage caused by excessive 

surface treatment and the corrosion caused by inadequate surface treatment. Which is especially 

noteworthy for the treatment of severely corroded steel components. 

Up to now, research about corrosion cleaning technology mainly focus on general corrosion, 

and there are few reports on the treatment of severely corroded steel components with more than 20 

years of service. Guidelines for the treatment of severely corroded components were still incomplete, 

and the quantitative criteria for salt removal were still deficient. In addition, corrosion cleaning 
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research also focuses on steel plates but ignores the connecting members, especially the bolts, which 

are vulnerable to corrosion. To solve the above problems, this dissertation investigated and 

summarized various degrees of corrosion from common steel and weathering steel specimens and 

bridge components, summed up the shape of corrosion pits and surface treatment difficulties. The 

effect and necessity of the new surface treatment flow were compared by experimental analysis, and 

the cleaning attempts were made for steel specimens with different corrosion degrees. In order to 

evaluate the salt removal effect directly, a time-lapse based test method called turning time test was 

proposed, which could evaluate the salt removal effect through the frequency and area rate of re-

corrosion in corrosion pits. The turning time test also helped proved a quantitative evaluation 

method based on photometric analysis for 3 kW CWL surface treatment on weathering steel. Based 

on this quantitative evaluation method, a proper 3kW CWL cleaning process for weathering steel 

was proposed and suggested. Besides, CWL treatment was used in corrosion cleaning for salt 

removal for the first time in engineering. Through an engineering case attempt, the possibility of 

CWL treatment in humid and underwater environments was also considered. Verified the help of 

water vapor explosive effect on salt removal and the feasibility of CWL surface treatment in humid 

environments. In addition, it is the first time to use CWL surface treatment to clean high-strength 

bolts, and the axial force loss due to the thermal effects of CWL is also considered. 

The results show that the corrosion pits have a conical spatial shape, and the severe corrosion 

accompanied by the appearance of secondary corrosion pits is the difficulty of surface treatment. 

The cleaning test of artificial corrosion pit specimens with different corrosion degrees proves that 

abrasive blasting is mainly suitable for general corrosion cleaning. In the case of severe corrosion, 

the treatment flow of power tool pre-treatment and then CWL surface treatment can efficiently clean 

rust and salt from severely corroded surfaces and provide a guarantee for high-quality abrasive 

blasting and coating. The turning time test revealed the effect of the hybrid methods on rust and salt 

removal and helped verify the reliability of the photometric analysis method based on CIE LAB 

color space for quantitative evaluation of the cleanliness of 3 kW CWL. The applicability of CWL 

treatment severely corroded steel components is proved by engineering cases, that verified the better 

salt removal effect of CWL under humid conditions. This provides the possibility for corrosion 

cleaning in a humid environment. In addition, laser treatment of the high-strength bolts was 
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attempted to ensure that the axial force loss of the bolts was within the allowable range after the 3 

kW CWL treatment. 

 

Keywords: steel structure, corrosion, surface treatment technology, continuous wave laser, 

photometric analysis, high-strength bolts 

 

Highlights: 

1. It was investigated and generalized the corrosion status of coated common steel bridges and 

uncoated weathering steel bridges used for more than 20 years and summarized the three-

dimensional shape of severe corrosion pits. 

2. The 3 kW CWL treated severe corrosion surface of weathering steel can obtain a turning time of 

more than one week in high temperature and humidity environments, confirming the effectiveness 

of laser salt removal. 

3. It was proposed a quantitative evaluation method for 3 kW CWL treatment on weathering steel 

based on CIE LAB color space and photometric analysis. 

4. It was verified the effect of hand-held 3 kW CWL treatment severely corroded steel components 

by an engineering case and confirmed the better salt removal effect of water supplied CWL 

treatment by SEM/EDX. 

5. It was implemented the 3 kW CWL treatment on high-strength bolt and verified the feasibility of 

laser cleaning on bolts, ensured the axial force loss during the laser treatment process within an 

acceptable range by real-time monitoring and numerical simulation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research background 

Carbon steel material is widely used in a structure such as bridge, building and tower. In a 

highly corrosive atmospheric environments, steel members are often affected by corrosion problems, 

particularly in marine environments, as well as painted steel and weathering steel[1–4]. Without 

protection and timely maintenance, the corroded components will fail in a few years and destroy the 

structure. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out regular and timely maintenance of steel components. 

The global cost of corrosion is estimated to be in the trillions of dollars a year, 3% to 4% of global 

GDP[1,5]. The engineering structures can be safe and for long-term use to achieve economic 

benefits. Finding a suitable, economical, efficient, and environmentally friendly steel structure 

maintenance method is necessary. 

Currently, the most effective corrosion protection strategy is still the coating process[6–8]. For 

existing structures, corrosion cleaning, maintenance, reinforcement, and re-painting are the most 

economical methods to extend the structural life. Generally speaking, surface treatment is the first 

step necessary for corrosion cleaning and maintenance. Surface treatment should make the rust layer 

completely removed, does not contain residual contaminates and salt, and the surface characteristics 

which is suitable for painting[9,10]. On this basis, painting operation can ensure long time protection 

performance. General surface treatment is divided into two steps, pre-treatment and post-treatment. 

The pre-treatment is an incomplete cleaning that removes the rust layer, which is easy to peel off 

using hand tools and power tools. The pre-treated surface is generally not directly usable for painting 

maintenance operations. After pre-treatment, the target surface still remains a lot of rust layer on the 

surface, which is usually closely integrated with the steel substrate and difficult to remove. These 

rust layer also contains a large amount of salt[11–13]. A strong surface treatment method must be 

carried out to achieve the ideal coating benchmark. The most common method is abrasive 

blasting[9,10,14]. As a high-efficiency surface treatment technology, abrasive blasting can clean a 

large area of corroded steel surface in a short time. Abrasives are accelerated by compressed air and 
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high-pressure water flow to impact the target surface at subsonic speed, extrude and cut the rust 

layer or even the substrate surface, and achieve the effect of rust removal and surface configuration. 

However, surface treatment still faces many problems. The stubborn and thick rust layer is the 

difficulty of surface cleaning, especially in cleaning severely corroded steel components. Deep 

corrosion pits usually accompany the position of severe corrosion. The pits are accompanied by 

secondary corrosion, where the residual rust remains after repeated cleaning[5]. In addition, even if 

the surface is cleaned to a visually clean level, re-corrosion still happens under the coating after 

painting[15]. indetectable rust, abrasive and salt residue lead to re-corrosion, which is a major cause 

of premature failure of the coating[16]. To solve the problem of incomplete cleaning, multiple 

rounds of repeated cleaning will inevitably result in longer cycles and higher costs. Besides rust 

removal, salt removal has become one of the most important goals in developing surface cleaning 

technologies, especially for the surface cleaning of the high salt environment and severely corroded 

steel components. To improve the effect of salt removal, wet abrasive blasting technology and 

abrasive water jet technology have been proposed to seek the way of water and abrasive work 

together, while rust removal and cleaning the soluble salt achieved good results[17,18]. However, 

in the process of rust removal, the secondary corrosion in the corrosion pits is often difficult to clean 

completely. The abrasive is sprayed at an angle to the target surface. Affected by the pit's shape, part 

of the surface will be obscured to form a shadow area. The rust hidden in these areas is often difficult 

to clean. In addition, the surface is affected by impact deformation. The rust and salt are buried in 

steel substrate, which is difficult to be distinguished by the naked eye. All these are the reasons for 

the re-corrosion and the corrosion under the coating. This situation is very common in severely 

corroded steel components. 

Laser surface cleaning technology based on ablative mechanism has been proposed to solve 

this problem to clean severely corroded steel components[19–21]. In the past few decades, pulsed 

laser (PL) and continuous wave laser (CWL) have significantly developed. In particular, PL has 

been widely used in cultural relic cleaning, microscopic cleaning, paint removal and other industrial 

conditions[22–26]. As a cleaning technology, the PL can instantaneously excite a laser beam with 

ultra-high energy density, which is sufficient to cause surface impurities to vibrate, ablate, evaporate, 

and ionize, achieving the effect of action[19]. However, there are still some shortcomings in the 
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application of PL. For civil engineering structures, limited by the size of equipment, output power, 

and other influences, PL cleaning hundreds of micron thickness of the rust layer appears to be 

inadequate, although it has the ability to remove rust, in a short time can only remove tens of microns 

of rust layer in large structure rust removal application is still insufficient. CWL has developed 

rapidly in recent years[27,28]. High-power emission equipment has been developed, enabling CWL 

to continuously and stably form thermal energy output continuously and stably. The laser beam 

forms an instantaneous high temperature enough to ablate the rust layer or even melt metal materials 

on the target surface. This capability allows the CWL to remove a thicker layer of rust in the same 

amount of time[29,30]. Because of the precision of the laser, the CWL beam can accurately clean 

any part of the target surface and can melt the substrate to smooth the target surface, which is not 

abrasive blasting technology can do[31]. For severely corroded steel components, especially those 

with secondary corrosion, CWL rust removal will be a suitable alternative. There is still a lack of 

systematic experiments for this new technology to verify the scope of CWL cleaning. Lack of 

evaluation criteria to evaluate the degree of laser cleaning and no engineering application as a 

reference. Therefore, the research on laser surface treatment is of great significance. In addition, 

laser cleaning technology is suitable for local efficient cleaning methods, but it also can be applied 

to the cleaning and maintenance of narrow areas, such as complex joints and bolts cleaning. During 

the cleaning process, if these parts are not maintained, the overall safety of the structure will be 

threatened. The current research on the maintenance of these parts is also blank and needs to be 

solved urgently. 

1.2 Research Objectives and Scope 

In this study, we expect to find suitable cleaning methods for steel members with different 

corrosion degrees through the combination of different pre-treatment methods and post-treatment 

methods. We hope to propose a new surface treatment flow to solve the problem of incomplete 

corrosion cleaning by innovatively using CWL treatment for rust and salt removal between pre-

treatment and abrasive-blasting post-treatment. The aim is to reduce the time of the surface post-

treatment process, improve the rust removal, especially the salt removal effect, and obtain a surface 
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suitable for painting. At the same time, we expect to get the range of CWL cleaning of rust layer 

through experiments. Then put forward quantitative evaluation criteria and apply CWL cleaning 

treatment to practical projects. In addition to rust removal, laser treatment of high strength bolt joints 

is also considered in this study. For the sake of safety, the influence of thermal effect on the axial 

force of high-strength bolts during laser cleaning is studied and analyzed, and the suggestion of 

using CWL to clean bolts is put forward. 

The main objectives of the dissertation are as follows: 

(1) Summarize the corrosion problems in engineering and clarify the corrosion location and 

the corresponding corrosion grade. In addition, the morphology of the corrosion pit cannot be 

ignored. The geometric shape of the corrosion pit will have a direct impact on the surface treatment. 

The research data are obtained through atmospheric exposure test and field investigation, which 

includes general corrosion within four years, corrosion of coated ordinary steel, and weathering 

steel with a service life of more than 20 years. The results of the survey will help in the evaluation 

of corrosion grade and the preparation of experimental materials. 

(2) Make corrosion test specimens with artificial corrosion pits for quantitative research and 

discuss the range of processing capacity of various pre-and post-treatments and the applicability of 

the different surface treatment flow. It is expected that propose an evaluation method which can be 

easily implemented in the engineering field. And using this method, obtain the cleanliness 

evaluation conclusion of different surface treatment flow for different corrosion degree specimens. 

(3) Propose real-time evaluation methods and standards suitable for engineering, especially for 

CWL cleaning technology. Immediate assessment allows for quick determination of cleanliness and 

quick planning for re-cleaning, which can shorten construction time and improve construction 

quality. Image analysis technology is proposed as a technical means of quantitative evaluation to 

address the problem of the lack of standard laser cleaning evaluation. 

(4) Discuss the possibility and feasibility of CWL treatment in engineering by case analysis.   

Verify the salt removal effect of CWL by scientific analysis.   Considering the influence of humid 

environment, design test and reveal the salt removal effect of CWL treatment with water supply.   

For high-strength bolted connection members, test the axial force loss during treatment and the 

CWL irradiation duration safety range. 
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1.3 Literature Review 

1.3.1 Development of pre-treatment 

Pre-treatment is a kind of in-completed cleaning. Including the type of physical, chemical and 

electrochemical treatment. 

Chemical surface treatment is a commonly used method in rust removal[32–34]. Due to the 

serious environmental impact of acidic and alkaline solutions, pickling is often used in industrial 

equipment, boilers and metal parts, and in civil engineering structures it is mainly used to clean thin 

plates[35]. Chemical cleaning has limited effectiveness and requires sufficient time to dissolve 

oxides and oil. However, if the time is not properly controlled, even if the corrosion inhibitor is 

added, the steel components will inevitably be excessively corroded[36,37]. For civil engineering 

steel structure, chemical residue after chemical cleaning in the narrow part and gap, will cause 

hidden dangers to the structure. Although the research on pickling is still going on, the main material 

is stainless steel, and the research is mainly focused on the development of corrosion inhibitors[38]. 

Because chemical methods are not commonly used in civil engineering, they will not be discussed 

in this study. 

Electrochemical cleaning is a new pre-treatment method. Its mechanism is to use the applied 

current to make rust layer reduction reaction and then remove the rust layer, to achieve the effect of 

rust layer volume shrinkage and fall off[34,39]. Using this method, Iio applied a current of 1 V to 

the surface of severely corroded weathering steel for 12 hours and successfully stripped the rust 

layer from the corrosion pit[40]. This method can specifically remove the rust layer inside the 

corrosion pit, and it will be a suitable pretreatment method for severe corrosion in the future. 

However, in view of the current immature research and the lack of engineering application as a 

guide, this method will not be discussed in this study. 

The mechanism of physical pre-treatment is removing the weak adhesion of the coating and 

rust layer by tapping, abrasion, and scraping principle of pashing and peeling of pre-treatment 

tools[41,42]. This is efficient and practical at the beginning of the cleaning project. Still, as the loose 

layer of rust flakes off, it will be inefficient to continue with the pre-treatment cleaning. The 
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underlying layer of rust is often hard and tight, and the secondary corrosion pits also limit the tools' 

efficiency. Pre-treatment can be used by various tools, corresponding to different working 

conditions, such as narrow parts, corrosion pits, etc. But due to the tool operation's complexity, the 

pre-treatment is a contact processing method, so the workspace is greatly limited. Physical pre-

treatment has not developed much in the past decades as an artificial-dominated incomplete cleaning 

method. One of the reasons is that the commonly used tools are sufficient to meet the specification 

requirements. On the other hand, the development of tools has focused more on ergonomic 

improvements, with little reported improvement in functional aspects. Existing standard power and 

hand tools specifications are usually referred to as ISO 8501-1 (St 2 and St 3) and SSPC (SP-2 and 

SP-3). Both define treatment grades based on text and photographs, so the assessment method is 

often subjective. In these two specifications, the purpose of hand tools and power tools is only to 

remove the loosely attached oxide layer, rust layer, paint, and contaminants rather than completely 

remove them. Because of this, the range of each evaluation level of surface pre-treatment will be 

very large, and the efficiency and ability of different pre-treatment tools are different. 

Therefore, in this study, we expect to discuss the working scope of different pre-treatment tools 

and match the best pre-treatment tools for post-treatment methods to improve the efficiency and 

quality of surface treatment. 

1.3.2 Development of post-treatment 

1.3.2.1 Abrasive blast cleaning 

The same as the pre-treatment, abrasive blasting surface treatment is also a surface treatment 

method based on physical-mechanical cutting. It uses compressed air, high-pressure water flow, and 

other accelerated abrasive media. Abrasive media impact the target surface with high speed and 

energy to achieve extrusion and cutting of coating, rust layer, and even steel substrate and achieve 

the purpose of cleaning[43]. Abrasive blasting is not only to obtain a clean surface. The abrasive 

impact can form an appropriate surface shape on the surface, improve the surface roughness, and 

help achieve a good anchoring effect between the coating and the surface[44–46]. In addition, the 

repeated impact of abrasives on the surface strengthens the steel surface to eliminate residual 
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stresses and enhance the fatigue strength of components[47–49]. Abrasive blasting technology has 

strong cleaning ability, efficiency, and economic benefits. So, it has become the most commonly 

used high-quality surface treatment method preparation. 

Abrasive blasting technology development mainly concentrated on the use of abrasives[50,51]. 

According to the different usage scenarios, abrasive applications include non-metallic media (such 

as corundum and glass) and metallic media (such as iron slag and fused alumina) used in dry blasting. 

In addition, media such as baking soda are used for wet blasting[17]. New blasting techniques are 

developed, such as dry ice blasting[52,53]. The choice of abrasives is varied according to the 

purpose of use. When performing blasting surface cleaning, considerations include but are not 

limited to cost-effectiveness and targeted surface quality, the convenience of processing, 

environmental friendliness, etc. Considering the wear resistance, durability, high hardness, and 

ability to remove the coating and rust layer of metal abrasives, the most commonly used blasting 

method in civil engineering is still metal abrasive dry blasting. 

In the evaluation of abrasive blasting clean, the current focus is mainly on the ability to remove 

the rust layer or coating layer[54–57]. Complete surface cleaning by abrasive blasting is often 

difficult to achieve. The required engineering time and cost will increase exponentially to achieve 

the complete cleaning goal. Therefore, even some insignificant impurities can be tolerated in the 

evaluation criteria. ISO 8501-1 defines four levels of sandblasted surfaces (defined using the Sa 

level). These evaluation criteria are still based on verbal and visual control. Generally speaking, the 

blasted surface is controlled above the Sa 2.5 level before painting to avoid corrosion underpainting. 

Still, this phenomenon is often difficult to control because the visual evaluation criteria usually do 

not identify residual salt[16]. After blasting, the surface will often remain part of the abrasive, 

especially hard abrasive powder, resulting in a kind of secondary pollution[55,58]. These abrasives 

embedded in the surface will also bury tiny rust and salt in the shallow layer of the steel substrate, 

which is the main reason for flash rust and re-corrosion in a short time after blasting. The re-

corrosion phenomenon is particularly significant in severely corroded steel members[15,16]. When 

the coating is carried out on this surface, the corrosion problem undercoating will inevitably appear, 

leading to the coating failure in advance. At present, engineers are still seeking solutions to this 

problem. The combination of blasting and high-pressure water washing, as well as wet blasting 
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technology and abrasive water jet technology, can solve the problem of abrasive embedding and 

rust/salt residue to a certain extent. 

1.3.2.2 Laser cleaning 

The mechanism of laser surface treatment is different from the mechanical cutting mechanism 

of abrasive blasting. The high energy density of the laser can cause instantaneous vibration, ablation, 

expansion, melting, and evaporation of coating, corrosion products, and impurities[20,21,59–62]. 

Due to the mechanism of the difference, the laser has broad prospects for development in corrosion 

maintenance engineering. It can be used as an alternative technology for abrasive blasting cleaning 

in some specific conditions. During laser cleaning, there is no need for additional abrasive media. 

The consumption is limited to electric energy when laser cleaning so that it avoids secondary 

pollution and the generation and recycling of by-products. Laser cleaning has a better economic 

benefit to a certain extent and is friendlier to the operator and the environment. 

In the past decades, the development of laser cleaning technology has been mainly focused on 

PL[63–68]. Nanosecond laser or even picosecond laser emitter has been developed. The PL beam 

has a very high peak intensity, which can ablate, evaporate and ionized the coating and rust layer. 

The PL can sufficiently clean the coating and rust layer. Due to the accuracy and stability of PL, 

laser cleaning technology has been widely used in cultural relics cleaning, precision instrument 

manufacturing, and other industries. However, the PL still has some engineering limitations. The 

cleaning ability of the PL on the rust layer is limited. Under the short pulse effect, the rust layer can 

be removed from only a few microns to tens of microns. The treatment efficiency will be limited to 

the thick rust coating and rust layer commonly seen in civil engineering. Secondly, PL transmitters 

are usually not very large, making them difficult to clean for large-scale structures. Therefore, the 

development and application of CWL are more suitable for large structure laser cleaning 

applications. Unlike the PL, the output of CWL is continuous. The output power is usually dozens 

of times that of the PL, and the processing ability of the coating and rust layer will be higher[29,69–

73]. With the development of high-power CWL emitter in recent years, stable CWL has been widely 

used. It has been proved that the high-power CWL emitter can instantly form high temperatures on 
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the irradiated surface, which is sufficient to ablate the coating and rust layer. The cleaning ability of 

the swept CWL is significantly better than that of the PL. 

Currently, the evaluation of laser cleaning corroded steel components is still blank[74]. There 

are still many differences among different laser emitting devices in terms of laser type, irradiation 

mode, and output power. Laser cleaning on the metal surface will inevitably remelt the steel 

substrate, and the remelt layer and oxide layer will be formed. The surface characteristics formed 

by the different lasers will be totally different, and texture and luster are one of the reasons why it 

is difficult to form a unified evaluation standard. In addition, there is still a sound indicating that the 

oxide layer formed by laser cleaning will affect the quality of the coating to a certain extent. 

Therefore, laser cleaning technology still needs engineering practice to determine its applicability 

and scope of application. 

1.3.3 Development of high-strength bolt cleaning 

Bolts are the most common connector and are widely used in bridges and building structures. 

Most of the bolts used have hexagonal head and nut, due to the influence of edges and corners, the 

coating at the corners of bolt will be significantly thinner than other positions. This is where coating 

failure and corrosion most often occur. In addition, the geometric structure of the bolt joint is convex, 

where becomes the part where dust, impurities and rain-water most easily to gather, which also 

aggravates the speed of bolt corrosion[75]. According to the research, bolt corrosion will lead to the 

reduction of the volume of bolt head and nut, directly resulting in the loss of bolt clamping force[76–

79]. In the current work on the surface treatment and coating maintenance of bridges and building 

structures, the cleaning of bolts is often neglected, and there are few researches on the cleaning and 

corrosion maintenance of bolts. The only bolt maintenance related research has been limited to 

coating removal using hand tools, power tools, or IH techniques[80]. In the corrosion maintenance 

engineering, the bolt joint is only simply cleaned by abrasive blast, and the narrow part around the 

bolt cannot be cleaned enough. The bolts with corrosion products and salt residue on the surface 

will suffer faster under film corrosion after coating, and even with the crevice corrosion between 

the bolts, washers and steel plates, resulting in faster damage of the bolt joint. In order to solve the 
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problem of axial force decline caused by corrosion of bolts, it is necessary to maintain the bolts at 

the same time during the process of surface treatment and maintenance of the structure. 

At present, there have been a lot of studies focusing on the loss of bolt axial force[81–83]. PL 

can be used to test and obtain the vibration frequency of bolts without damage, and to know the 

residual clamping force of bolts[84,85]. This will help screen for bolts that need cleaning and 

maintenance. It is also proved that laser irradiation has little effect on the bolt and laser cleaning is 

a feasible method[86]. On the other hand, PL coating removal is also a mature technology capable 

of ablating both the organic and inorganic layers of the coating through ablation. The IH technique, 

which heats steel substrates to high temperatures to cause coating removal, has also been used to 

remove coating on bolts [24,25,65,87]. Referring to the above studies, CWL treatment can not only 

provide an ablative mechanism to clean organic and inorganic coatings, but also form a high 

temperature in the irradiation area to promote coating peeling, which will be a suitable method for 

cleaning bolt coatings. 

1.4 Organization and outline 

The main content of this dissertation is divided into five chapters, which are introduced in 

detail in chapters 2-6: 

Chapter 2 discussed the correlation between rust layer characteristics and corrosion depth after 

atmospheric exposure. The measurement was carried from the 4-year atmospheric exposed test 

specimens and severely corroded bridge components of ordinary steel bridges protected by coating 

in urban highways and weathering steel bridges in the mountain area. The study revealed the strong 

influence of the rain effects on the rust layer thickness, also the relationship between the rust bud 

and the range of corrosion pit. It also discussed the unique profile of corrosion pit after a long time 

of exposure. It shows that both the thickness of the rust layer and corrosion bud range could be used 

for easy assessment of the atmosphere corrosion degree and applied to maintenance method 

selection in real structure. 

Chapter 3 introduced the design and manufacture of artificial corrosion pits tests with different 

corrosion degrees. After one year of constant dew point cyclic corrosion acceleration, weathering 
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steel specimens with three different corrosion degrees were prepared. The rust layer in the corrosion 

pit of the specimens was observed and counted. An electromagnetic film thickness meter was used 

to count the thickness of the rust layer in different corrosion degrees' corrosion pits. XRD was used 

to analyze the oxide composition of the rust layer with varying degrees of corrosion. Three different 

pre-treatments tools were carried out on the specimens, and the thickness of the rust layer after pre-

treatment was determined by three-dimensional contour scanning of a digital microscope. Abrasive 

blasting and CWL were used to clean the surface of the pre-treated specimens. A turning time test 

measured the corrosion frequency and area of the cleaned surface. The necessary cleaning times of 

abrasive blasting and CWL for different corrosion degrees were discussed. The results show that 

abrasive blasting cleaning has more advantages than laser cleaning for general corrosion. For severe 

corrosion, CWL cleaning can get better effects. The results can provide a reference for site cleaning 

engineering. 

Chapter 4 introduced a quantitative evaluation method of CWL cleaning based on image 

analysis. Digital cameras were used to shoot the specimens cleaned by laser in different rounds. The 

color information of the corrosion pit area was captured by the software Photoshop 2022 to obtain 

the digital information based on the CIE LAB color space. The trend of color information in different 

cleaning stages was discussed. By calculating the color difference and combining it with the 

cleanliness evaluation conclusion obtained by the conversion time method in Chapter 3, the 

corresponding relationship between color difference and cleanliness is determined, and the 

quantitative evaluation standard based on image analysis and color analysis is proposed. 

Chapter 5 introduced an engineering use of CWL cleaning. Treatment conditions of dry laser 

cleaning (DLC) and wet laser cleaning (WLC) of the drench, soak, and rinse methods are adopted, 

and SEM/EDX evaluates the cleanliness effect. The morphologies and chemical compositions of 

untreated and treated surfaces are analyzed using three-dimensional digital microscopy, laser 

confocal microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy–energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry. The 

results show that laser cleaning can efficiently remove corrosion products and salts that severely 

corrode steel members and prolong the cleaned surfaces' re-corrosion time. WLC can achieve 

excellent microscopic cleaning and reduce the effect of high-temperature inputs on the surface via 

laser irradiation. Further mechanistic analysis indicates that ablation, melting, and evaporation 
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during laser cleaning primarily contribute to removing corrosion products and salts. As a result, the 

WLC drench method yields the best surface cleanliness and is suitable for practical engineering 

applications. This study provides a basis for maintaining severely corroded structures via laser-

cleaning techniques. 

Chapter 6 introduced the use of CWL cleaning on high-strength bolts. This study examined 

the axial force loss of high-strength bolts after a 3 kW CWL treatment. Friction connection 

specimens with M22 high-strength bolt were prepared, and a fixed-angle CWL transmitter and 

rotating platform were used for high-strength bolt rotary cleaning. The change in the axial force of 

the bolts was examined during the laser treatment based on the irradiation duration on the nut surface. 

The experimental results indicated that the axial force's minimum and final stable values during 

CWL cleaning are affected by the total irradiation duration. The loss of the axial force for multiple 

rounds of irradiation is smaller than that of continuous irradiation for the same total irradiation 

duration. And CWL cleaning will not cause axial force loss to adjacent bolts. The distribution of 

bolt temperature when CWL cleans the bolt is stimulated by a FE model, which proves the overall 

temperature of the bolt does not exceed 300℃ and is kept in a safe condition when the continuous 

irradiation duration is less than 45 s. From the relationship between the axial force change and the 

treatment duration, axial force loss equations were suggested, which can aid in estimating the axial 

force loss and creating a maintenance plan. 

Chapter 7 summarized the work presented in this dissertation and also proposed further 

research topics emerged from this work. 

The flowchart of work in this dissertation as shown in Figure 0-1.
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Figure 0-1 Flowchart of the dissertation 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS AND 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RUST LAYER AND CORROSION 

PIT 

1.5 Introduction 

Evaluate the corrosion degree before corrosion maintenance is the first step, and the most 

common ways are based on the measurement of average corrosion depth and the maximum 

corrosion depth. However, this method is difficult to use in structural, especially with severe 

corrosion, the reason includes the hard inspection environment and limited instrument range of the 

sensor. So, there is needed to find easy and direct evaluation methods. 

The mechanism of atmospheric exposure corrosion shows that the composition of the rust layer 

phases is commonly consistent, usually composed of Lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH), Goethite (α-

FeOOH) and Magnetite (Fe3O4) also with Akaganeite (β-FeOOH) in a high salt environment[88–

93]. In the case of the corrosion mechanism, the thicken of steel is directly correlated with the weight 

loss of steel, which has been revealed by a large amount of atmospheric exposure test of carbon 

steel in the short and mid-term exposure. However, the information on long-term exposure for more 

than 20 years is considerably less abundant. 

In order to find an easy way to evaluate the corrosion degree, carried out a short time exposure 

test from 0.5 to 4 years and also measured corroded components from two steel bridge more than 

20 years of service to obtain the spatial information of corrosion products and the corroded surface 

of steel. In this chapter discussed the relationship between rust characteristics and corrosion degree. 

Besides, the features of corrosion pits are also analyzed. 
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1.6 Investigation and analysis method of corrosion pits 

1.6.1 Atmosphere Exposure Test 

The steel plates used in atmosphere exposure tests are uncoated JIS G 3106 SM490A with a 

size of 400 mm in length, 60 mm in width, and 9 mm in thick. The specimens are treated by grid 

blast to Sa 3 based on ISO standard. The chemical composition of specimens listed in Table 0-1. 

Atmospheric environment and airborne salt amount are the main factors that affect the steel 

corrosion rate[1]. Besides, the effect of rainwater will directly affect the amount of salt attached to 

the surface: stagnate water will increase the amount of salt attached to the surface of the structure, 

and the rain wash effect will reduce the amount attached salt. 

In order to avoid the influence of the atmospheric environment, and to consider the different 

airborne salt amount and rain wash effect, the test was set up in four exposure sites in Fukuoka and 

Okinawa, Kyushu, Japan, as shown in Table 0-2 with three setting angles as 0°, 45°, and 90°. In this 

study, define the specimens’ surface into skyward and groundward. Define the 90° settled specimens’ 

south-facing as skyward and north-facing as groundward.  

As listed in Table 0-2, the specimen in Momochi and Kyoda coastline were placed in the site 

under bridge where are hardly affected by rainwater, so that define these specimens as without rain 

wash effect condition. The sites in Kyushu University and University of the Ryukyus are under 

open-air and directly affected by rain. Among them, the horizontally placed specimens are defined 

as the rainwater stagnation condition and the others as with rain wash condition. 

The exposure time of all exposure sites are 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 years. After the test, the thickness 

of the rust layer and the surface characteristics of the corroded surface were detected from both 

skyward and groundward surface. A total of 116 valid data were collected from atmosphere exposure 

test, including 39 at University of the Ryukyus, 32 at Kyushu University, 35 at Momochi, and 10 at 

Kyoda.  

 

Table 0-1 Chemical compositions 

Material C Si Mn P S 

Composition (wt%) 0.16 0.36 1.45 0.014 0.007 
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Figure 0-1 Exposure sites in (a) Kyushu University, (b) Momochi, (c) University of the Ryukyus 

and (d) Kyoda  

 

Table 0-2 Atmospheric environment at exposure sites 

Exposure site 
Temperature 

(℃) 

Relative 

humidity 

(%) 

Precipitation 

(mm/yr.) 

Offshore 

distance 

(km) 

Amount of 

airborne salt 

(mdd) 

Rain 

wash 

University of 

the Ryukyus  
23 75 2,064 2.3 0.30 Yes 

Kyushu 

University 
17 75 1,776 2.5 0.07 Yes 

Kyoda 18 66 1,763 0.03 0.52 No 

Momochi  23 73 2,196 0.07 0.78 No 
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1.6.2 Measurement of Corroded Component  

The measured corroded component of coating protected common steel is from the top plate of 

a steel pier in Kitakyushu No.1 Expressway, which have been completed in 1980. The steel grade 

is JIS G3106 SM50YA. The structure is coated with rust rubber when it builds and were maintained 

in 1992 with the same coating. Severe corrosion occurred on the top of the steel beam, whose coating 

had failed, and large size deep corrosion pits appeared locally, as shown in Figure 0-2. 

Another investigation is from a weathering steel bridge located at Kagoshima in the 

mountainous area which have been completed in 2001. The straight-line distance from the bridge to 

the west coastline is about 5 km. All target steel components used the weathering steel according to 

JIS G3106 SMA490AW without coating. Weathering steel components are seriously corroded by 

salt influence, the airborne sea salt coming from both north and south along the valley from the 

coast, as shown in Figure 0-3. Besides, affected by the influence of precipitation, fog and 

condensation, the wetting time of steel components more than 80%. Because of the high humidity 

environment, the dense oxide film of weathering steel cannot form, significant corrosion damage 

has occurred about 10 years after construction. Besides, the stagnant rainwater after heavy rainfall 

and the use of antifreeze during winter also help the causes of pitting corrosion. The analyzed 

corrosion data are from the corrosion pits on the upper flange, the web, and the lower flange, where 

the most prone to condensation, as shown in Figure 0-4. 

 

Figure 0-2 Severe corrosion pits on common steel beam 
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Figure 0-3 Location of the severely corroded weathering steel bridge 

 

 

Figure 0-4 Severe corrosion pits on weathering steel flange 

1.6.3 Analysis of Rust Layer and Corrosion Pits 

Use the electromagnetic film thickness sensor with measurement accuracy: 1μm, 

decomposition energy: 1 μm (0~999 μm), 10 μm (1~8 mm) for the measurement of the average 

thickness of atmosphere exposure test specimens. During the measurement, choose 6 points on the 

specimen surface and measure 11 times at every point, as shown in Figure 0-5, and the average 

value was defined as the average thickness of the rust layer. 

 

Figure 0-5 Atmospheric exposure specimen and measure points 
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The surface parameters of the atmospheric exposure test specimens are measured by the laser-

focus scanner with laser diameter of 30 μm, decomposition energy of 0.05 μm. The measured 

scanning step is 0.2 mm. The measured data is 3D coordinates of the metal surface, and the depth 

of the corrosion pit can be obtained through the vertical coordinates. The surface parameters of the 

corrosion pit are measured by the 3D LED scanner (decomposition energy as 0.01 mm) based on 

the structured projection phase shift method. The measured scanning step is 0.2 mm. The collected 

data are 1:1 spatial coordinate, which are used to draw the three-dimensional contour map, plane 

elevation difference map and section contour map of the corrosion pit. 

1.7 Relationship and characteristics of corrosion pit and rust layer 

1.7.1 Relationship between rust thickness and corrosion pit depth 

The specimens without rain wash effect have a notable feature that the rust layer does not peel 

off. From Figure 0-6(a)~(d), the specimen in the Momochi coastline show that the corrosion rate 

and the degree of corrosion of the skyward surface are higher than those of groundward, and the 

specimens with 45° sitting angle have the highest corrosion rate. The maximum corrosion depth 

reaches 0.1 mm, and the thickness of the rust layer reaches 0.5 mm. 

Under the effect of rain wash, the specimens had significant rust peeling off during 2~3 years 

of exposure. As shown in Figure 0-6(e)~(h), the retained rust layer is around 0.15 mm. Contrasting 

with the case without rain wash, the specimen with rainwater stagnation is the most corroded, 

especially at University of the Ryukyus. After 4 years of exposure, some local corrosion pits 

happened at the groundward surface, and the maximum pit depth can reach to 2 mm. 

In the corrosion process, the main corrosion products are γ-FeOOH, α-FeOOH, and Fe3O4, and 

contain β-FeOOH in a high-salt environment. Under the years’ dry-wet cycle, the rust layer will 

delaminate. The bottom layer mainly consists of α-FeOOH and Fe3O4, while the surface layer 

contains more with γ-FeOOH [1]. Although the rust layer often delamination and peeling, the 

remained rust layer after a long period of circulation is very dense and firmly adheres to the steel 

surface. The research has shown that the volume of α-FeOOH produced by Fe corrosion will expand 

twice, and the volume of Fe3O4 increased by 1.4 times [1]. Therefore, the depth of corrosion can be 
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estimated to a certain extent through the thickness of the rust layer to determine the current degree 

of corrosion. 

The thickness of the rust layer and the average corrosion depth are listed separately according 

to the stagnation condition, with rain washing and without rain washing conditions. In reference to 

previous research[5] drawing as Figure 0-7(a), not considering the peeling of the rust layer, the rust 

layer thickness and corrosion depth ratio of the three cases are slightly different, but all have a good 

error range. Among them, the corrosion depth to rust layer thickness ratio α is about 0.5 under 

stagnation conditions, 0.3 under rain washing conditions, and 0.2 under no rain-washing conditions. 

To verify the applicability of analyzing the corrosion depth by the thickness of the rust layer, 

take an independent corrosion pit from the top plate of a steel pier in Kitakyushu No.1 Expressway 

for analysis, the relationship between the rust layer thickness and the corrosion depth chart shows 

in the Figure 0-7(b). Because the corroded part is from the top plate of steel beam, which can suffer 

from the rainwater flows down from the expansion joints, so it belongs to a stagnation condition. 

The analysis shows that α is 0.508 and has a relatively high correlation coefficient R of 0.980. The 

conclusion shows that the method of obtaining the depth of corrosion by the thickness of the rust 

layer is feasible, consistent with the research results of atmospheric exposure corrosion. 
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(a) Momochi (skyward) (b) Momochi (groundward) 

  

(c) Kyoda (skyward) (d) Kyoda (groundward) 

  

(e) Kyushu University (skyward) (f) Kyushu University (groundward) 

  

(g) University of the Ryukyus (skyward) (h) University of the Ryukyus (groundward) 

Figure 0-6 Thickness of rust layer and corrosion depth 
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(a) Atmosphere exposure test (b) Corroded component measurement 

Figure 0-7 Relationship between rust layer thickness and corrosion depth 

1.7.2 Characteristics of rust layer and corrosion pits 

During the atmosphere exposure test, pitting corrosion happened on the 4-year exposed 

specimens at University of the Ryukyus at the groundward surface set angle is 0°. The reason why 

corrosion pits occur is because of water droplets that contain salt attached at that side. And at the 

same position as the corrosion pit, one rust buds can be found on the rust layer as shown in Figure 

0-8(a). This phenomenon is natural to see especially in severely corroded steel components. 

Therefore, taking the independent corrosion pits on the corroded components from the top plate of 

a steel pier in Kitakyushu No.1 Expressway as an example as shown in Figure 0-8(b), the cross-

sectional profile of the rust layer and the corrosion pit are drawled, and it is found that the range of 

the corrosion pit corresponds to the scale of the rust bud. 

 

 

(a) Corrosion bud in pitting corrosion 
(b) Corrosion bud in server 

corrosion 
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Figure 0-8 Corrosion bud and pits 

Besides, the shape of the corrosion pit under atmospheric exposure is not a part of the sphere 

generally considered but a cone, which can be seen from the cross-section of the independent 

corrosion pit. We found a similar phenomenon in our investigation of the corrosion pits. 

During the test, found 22 independent pits from the pitting corrosion specimens at University 

of the Ryukyus, with an average depth of 1.58 mm. The three-dimensional diagram and the cross-

sectional view of a typical corrosion pit as shown in Figure 0-9(a). The red dotted line shows the 

cross-section outline of the corrosion pit. The average corrosion pit diameter is about 10 mm and 

the average cone angle is 144°. 

Corrosion pits of severely corroded steel components are more significant. The analysis 

obtained data of a total of 27 corrosion pits from two corroded components of coating protected 

common steel components. The average diameter of the independent corrosion pit is about 42 mm, 

and the depth is around 5 mm, and the average cone angle is also around 145°. By analyzing the 

corrosion pits of the atmospheric exposure specimen and the corroded compounds, founding that 

the width and depth of the corrosion pit are directly proportional, whether the corrosion pit overlaps 

or independent. Figure 0-9(b) and (c) shows the profile information of the independent and 

overlapping pits. 

The corrosion pits of weathering steel are almost independent pit and do not overlap with each 

other. The most severe corrosion occurred at the bottom of the lower flange plate, mainly in the 

middle of the flange, where rain and dew are always concentrated. The width of the lower flange 

plate of the steel bridge is 360 mm, and the width of the corroded area is about 120 mm, accounting 

for 1/3 of the entire lower flange plate. The corrosion degree of the inner side of the upper flange 

plate of the lateral bracing is lower only by the bottom of the lower flange plate, and the corrosion 

pits are also in the middle part of the flange, but more concentrated in the area close to the web, 

which is caused by the flowing tendency of water. On the web, obvious corrosion pits only be found 

in the upper part. The corrosion pits at the web should be formed by the rainwater and dew 

condensation water flowing down from the upper flange and web plate. In the investigation of the 

lower flange, scanned the middle part of the bottom side of the lateral bracing, where the corrosion 

pit mainly concentrated, and chose 19 independent corrosion pits for analysis. The depth of these 
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corrosion pits ranged from 0.85 mm to 4.15 mm. Secondary corrosion is found at the bottom of 

eight corrosion pits, and the corrosion depth of these corrosion pits all over 2 mm. As shown in 

Figure 0-9(e), it is a corrosion pit with a secondary pit and has a cone shape like the corrosion pit of 

ordinary steel. It is found that the cone angle of the weathering steel corrosion pit has no relationship 

with the corrosion depth, and the average cone angle is 156°. In the investigation of the upper flange, 

scanned the surface of the inner side of the upper flange of the lateral bracing, chose 16 corrosion 

pits from this area for analysis.  The corrosion depth of these pits is from 1.10 mm to 3.39 mm, 

smaller than the pits on the lower flange.  Among these corrosion pits, only five of them have 

secondary corrosion pit. The corrosion depth of these corrosion pits also exceeds 2 mm. As shown 

in Figure 0-9(f), corrosion pits of the top flange are also cone shape, and their average corrosion 

angle is the same as that of the bottom flange, which is 156°. The corrosion pits on the web are 

significantly smaller than the flange. Scanned the upper part of the web and chose 14 corrosion pits 

for analysis, the maximum corrosion depth the chosen pits is 1.14 mm, and no secondary corrosion 

pits in them. As shown in Figure 0-9(g), the corrosion pits on the web are also cone shape. The 

average angle of the corrosion pits on the web is 166°, larger than the pits on the flange.  

What more, it should be noted that at the bottom of the severely corroded pits, seven of them 

have secondary corrosion pits, all of which occurred in the independent corrosion pits', and the 

frequency of occurrence reach to 50%. The appearance of secondary corrosion pits may be due to 

the accumulation of water and salt. As shown in Figure 0-9(b) and (e), it is a typical secondary 

corrosion pit. Secondary corrosion pits will significantly affect the maximum corrosion depth of 

components. Therefore, when evaluating independent corrosion pits, after determining the 

approximate range of corrosion pits by the rust bud, there is necessary to use a layer thickness sensor 

to detect the maximum depth of the corrosion pits for corrosion degree evaluate. 

All the corrosion pits investigated were classified according to the type of steel and the location 

where corrosion occurred, and the relationship between the depth of corrosion pits and the corn 

angle of corrosion pits was statistically analyzed, as shown in Figure 0-10. Based on the surface 

profile analysis, we know that the shape of the corrosion pit is conical rather than hemispherical as 

is commonly understood. This special shape may cause some difficulties for the surface treatment. 

For ordinary steel, the conical angle of corrosion pit is about 145°. For weathering steel, the conical 
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angle of corrosion pit is slightly larger than that of ordinary steel. The average cone angle of the 

corrosion pit at the flange is about 156°, while at the web is about 166°. From the investigation, the 

corrosion degree of weathering steel web is lower than that of flange. With the increase of corrosion 

degree, the cone angle of the corrosion pit decreases while the corrosion pit becomes deeper. This 

is due to the passivation of weathering steel and the formation of dense oxide layer. For ordinary 

steel, without the protection of dense oxide layer, the cone angle of corrosion pit is relatively 

concentrated around 145° at any corrosion stage. It can be predicted that after severe corrosion 

occurs to a certain extent, the cone angle of the corrosion pit will be close to 145°. 

1.8 Summary 

In this chapter, discussed the relationship between the thickness of the rust layer and the depth 

of corrosion pits, also summarized the shape of corrosion pits. Besides, proposed an easy detect 

method for corrosion depth assessment. The conclusions are as follows: 

1) The thickness of the rust layer has a linear relationship with the mean corrosion depth. 

Without rain washing effect, the depth-to-thickness ratio is about 0.2, with rain washing the ratio up 

to 0.3, and in the case of rainwater stagnant, the ratio is 0.5. 

2) Pitting corrosion, especially severely corrosion pits, will show as rust buds over the pit, 

and the size of the rust buds is the same as the size of the corrosion pits, which can be used for 

corrosion pit size analysis. 

3) The shape of the corrosion pit cross-section is conical. The cone angle is around 145° to 

all of the common steel corrosion pits. The severe corrosion pits' shape of weathering steel is the 

cone, and its cone angle is larger than common steel corrosion pits, on the flange is about 156° and 

on the web is about 166°. With the increase of corrosion degree, the cone angle of corrosion pit 

decreases gradually. It can be predicted that the final cone Angle of the corrosion pit will be close 

to 145°. 

4) Secondary corrosion appears at the bottom of the severely corroded pits. The conical angle 

of the secondary corrosion pit is much smaller than the corrosion pit itself, which will be the 

difficulty of surface treatment. 
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(a) Pitting corrosion (b) Independent corrosion pit (c) Overlapped corrosion pit 

   

   

   

(d) Corrosion pits of the 

lower flange plate 

(e) Corrosion pits of the upper 

flange plate 
(f) Corrosion pits of the web 

Figure 0-9 Characteristics of corrosion pit 
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Figure 0-10 Relationship between corrosion pit depth and cone angle 
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CLEANLINESS ANALYSIS OF CORRODED WEATHERING 

STEEL BY DIFFERENT SURFACE TREATMENT METHODS 

1.9 Introduction 

The conical corrosion pit makes the surface treatment difficult. Especially severe corrosion, 

usually accompanied by the emergence of secondary corrosion pits. The attachment of a large 

amount of salt is the direct cause of severe corrosion, especially in weathering steel structures. In 

low air-borne salt environment, a dense protective layer can be formed to inhibit the further 

corrosion of the structure. However, in high salt and high temperature and humidity environment, 

the dense oxide layer cannot be formed, and the corrosion rate of the weathering steel is significantly 

increased. As described in Chapter 2, corrosion pits of weathering steel structures can also be several 

millimeters deep with secondary corrosion pits. In the study of abrasive blasting cleaning seriously 

corroded steel components, it is found that even if the surface is cleaned to the degree of no rust and 

no impurities visually, that is, the level of Sa2.5 or Sa3, in the atmospheric environment within a 

day, the corrosion pit will occur serious re-rust phenomenon. This phenomenon is due to inadequate 

salt removal. In addition, in the abrasive blasting cleaning project of the investigated weathering 

steel bridge, also faced the problem that the interior of the secondary corrosion pit could not be 

cleaned, and the problem of re-corrosion in a short time. The current solution method is still multiple 

rounds of cleaning, or even the use of waterjet to remove salt, but this undoubtedly increases the 

construction cycle and cost several times.  

In order to discuss the hybrid surface treatment methods, and the applicability of laser cleaning, 

in this section we make three kinds of weathering steel specimens with different corrosion levels. 

Discussed the effectiveness of pre-treatment to rust removal and the relationship between post-

treatment duration and cleanliness. Finally, a qualitative evaluation method, named turning time 

method, is proposed to evaluate the cleaning effect of hybrid treatment methods under different 

corrosion states. 
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1.10 Preparation of corroded specimens with artificial pit 

1.10.1 Specimens preparation 

Specimens with artificial corrosion pits were prepared, and accelerating corrosion tests were 

performed. As shown in Figure 0-1(a), 6 mm thick SMA490AW specified in Japanese Industrial 

Standard (JIS) weathering steel plates were drilled using a 142° cone angle drill to make corrosion 

pits of depth 2 mm and width 12 mm[94,95]. The chemical compositions of the SMA490AW steel 

are listed in Table 0-1. All specimens were blasted by garnet before accelerating corrosion, as shown 

in Figure 0-1(b). To prepare specimens with different degrees of corrosion, a NaCl solution was 

injected into each artificial corrosion pit with a pipette, resulting in salt deposits of 10 mg/m2, 100 

mg/m2, and 1000 mg/m2 in the artificial pits of the three groups of specimens[96,97]. All specimens 

were placed in the same constant temperature and humidity oven and subjected to accelerated 

corrosion with a constant dew point dry and wet cycle for one year. 

 

Table 0-1 Chemical composition of the carbon steel plate 

Material C Si Mn P S Cu Ni Cr Fe 

Composition (wt%) 0.12 0.22 1.14 0.01 0.002 0.31 0.09 0.49 bal 

 

 

Figure 0-1 Specimens with artificial corrosion pits: (a) Schematic of manufacturing process and  

(b) the surface characteristics after abrasive blasting 
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1.10.2 Accelerating corrosion 

The constant dew point dry and wet cycle was obtained based on the atmospheric data from 

the exposure site at the University of the Ryukyus. As shown in Figure 0-2, the atmospheric data in 

summer of Okinawa Island which has a sub-tropical climate was collected and analyzed. In two 

weeks, with the highest dew point temperature in the non-rainy season, the dew point reaches the 

range 25–30°C, and the daily dry and wet time accounts for 50% of each day. Under these conditions, 

accelerated corrosion can obtain a fast corrosion rate. The lowest temperature and humidity for the 

accelerated corrosion cycle are based on the average temperature and humidity at night. The highest 

temperature is the actual highest temperature plus 10°C. The dry and wet cycle curve is required to 

envelop the measured temperature and humidity[98–101]. The established constant dew point 

corrosion cycle curve is shown in Figure 0-2(d), and the fixed dew point is 27°C. 

1.10.3 Pre-treatment and post-treatment 

Before the laser treatment, the surfaces of each specimen were manually scrubbed with steel 

brushes and power tools with cup wire and diamond grinding discs. Before pre-treatment, an 

electromagnetic film thickness meter (SWT-9000, SANKO Inc., Japan) was used to determine the 

thickness of the rust layer in the corrosion pit, and a digital microscope (HRX-01, HIROX CO., 

LTD., Japan) was used to scan the surface before and after pre-treatment to obtain contour 

information.  

Abrasive blasting was performed using a dry blasting system. The abrasive is ejected from a 

nozzle with a diameter of 10 mm, and the air pressure at the nozzle reaches 0.7 MPa. The distance 

between the nozzle mouth and the target surface was fixed at 30 cm, and the angle between the 

target surface and the nozzle was set at 60°. The abrasive shot on the target surface at high speed, 

which were enough squeezes and cuts the rust layer and steel substrate, and achieves the purpose of 

cleaning. As shown in Figure 0-3, when the nozzle is not moved, the surface within a certain range 

of the nozzle center is efficiently impacted and cleaned by abrasive, and this part is called the treated 

area. Although the outer area is impacted by some abrasives, the treatment effect is very poor, which 

is called the affected area. Under the blasting parameters settle as above mentioned, the radius of 
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the treated area is about 10 cm. The abrasives used in this study were garnet and fused alumina, all 

the abrasives are sieved identically with the same particle size of about 430 μm. Garnet was used as 

the abrasive for the beginning of blasting cleaning, and fused alumina was used as an additional 

abrasive for blasting due to its high price. The compositions of the two abrasives is shown in Table 

0-2. The new Mohs hardness of garnet and fused alumina is 7.5 and 12 of 15, respectively. To control 

the uniformity of abrasive blasting for different specimens, the same blast duration was used for 

each 150 mm x 70 mm specimens. Among them, garnet blasting lasted for 15-20 s, and the actual 

blasting efficiency was about 2 m2/h, which was equivalent to 4-5 rounds of blasting in actual 

engineering. While the alumina blasting lasts for 5-10 s, and the efficiency is about 5 m2/h, which 

is comparable to the two rounds of blasting in engineering. 

Laser cleaning was performed using a 3 kW rotary CWL. The laser beam is refracted by a high-

speed rotating prism and strikes the target surface in a circular trace, as shown in Figure 0-4(a). The 

laser ring moves on the target surface to achieve the laser cleaning by moving the laser transmitter, 

as shown in Figure 0-4(b). The basic parameters are shown in Table 0-3. The laser parameters were 

determined to ensure that the laser transmitter was safe, stable, and easy to use in engineering, and 

to ensure that the inside and outside of all corrosion pits on the target surface could be similarly 

treated for quality control purposes. In this study, the focal depth and focal length were 20 and 200 

mm, respectively, and the rotation speed of the prism was controlled at 5000 rpm. The diameter of 

the laser ring was controlled at 26 mm, which was sufficient to cover commonly sized corrosion 

pits. Under this setting, the moving speed of the laser spot could reach 680 cm/s. The interaction 

time was defined as the time when the laser spot moved out of its diameter, which was 63.2 μs. The 

average energy density of 3 kW CWL spot can reach 2070 kW/cm2, which is sufficient to ablate a 

thin rust layer and even remelt the shallow steel substrate during the interaction time. To make the 

laser energy density and thermal density uniform across all irradiated areas of the cleaned surface, 

the overlap ratio of the laser spot and laser ring was set to 50%[29,71], as shown in Figure 0-4(c). 

Under this setting condition, the efficiency of 3 kW CWL cleaning was 0.84 m2/h every round. For 

the specimens with different degrees of corrosion, one to four rounds of laser irradiation were carried 

out to determine the number of irradiation rounds required to clean the corrosion products under 

different degrees. 
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Table 0-2 Composition of garnet abrasive 

Composition (%) SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 

Garnet 35–40 20–25 30–35 1–2 5–7 0.1–1 

Fused alumina <1 >95 <0.3 - - 2-4 

 

Table 0-3 Laser processing parameters 

Parameter Value Units 

Output 3 kW 

Spot diameter 430 μm 

Focal depth 20 mm 

Focal length 200 mm 

Motor speed 5000 rpm 

Irradiation ring diameter 26 mm 

Spot irradiation speed 680 cm/s 

Interaction time 63.2 μs 

Power density 2070 kW/cm2 

Cleaning efficiency 0.84 m2/h 
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Figure 0-2 Accelerated corrosion test data from Okinawa in the summer (August 16-30, 2019): (a) 

daily temperature change, (b) daily humidity change, (c) daily dew point change, and (d) wet and 

dry cycle used for accelerated corrosion 
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Figure 0-3 Schematic of abrasive blasting 

 

 

Figure 0-4 Schematic of a rotating CWL: (a) formation of a laser ring by rotating prism refraction, 

(b) sweep path of laser ring, and (c) overlap rate of laser ring 
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1.11 Surface characteristics of corroded specimens after surface treatment 

1.11.1 Surface characteristics before and after pre-treatment 

After one year of constant dew point corrosion acceleration, the specimens with three different 

salt deposit amounts have been corroded to different degrees and with different macroscopic 

characteristics, as shown in Figure 0-5. In the 10 mg/m2 and 100 mg/m2 salt deposition conditions, 

almost all corrosion surfaces showed brown and red granular corrosion products on the surface, but 

no apparent rust stratification. This corrosion condition can be defined as general corrosion. These 

two kinds of salt deposit ranges naturally occur in urban and coastline environments[97]. In the 

1000 mg/m2 salt deposited condition, the surface rust has a large orange-red and brown-red rust area. 

Moreover, there are apparent corrosion layers that are loose and easy to peel off. The corrosion 

degree has reached severe corrosion. This high concentration of salt deposits often occurs in coastal 

structures that are hard to wash by rain and structures where deicing salts are often used. The 

thicknesses of the rust layers in the corrosion pits for the 10 mg/m2 and 100 mg/m2 and 1000 mg/m2 

salt deposits conditions were 78 (±18), 120 (±29), and 816 (±230) μm, respectively. The 

measurements were performed in 10 artificial pits using an electromagnetic film thickness meter. 

Figure 0-6 shows the surface state after pre-treatment. It can be seen that the cleaning ranges 

of the three pre-treatment methods are different. The ability of steel brush pre-treatment (left area) 

to remove rust is very limited. The steel brush can only remove the loose rust layer and granules 

from the outermost layer. The rust removal effect of electric tools was more effective than that of 

hand tools. The cup wire can remove the rust layer outside most of the corrosion pits (middle area), 

exposing a relatively smooth steel substrate. However, because of the size and shape of the cup wire, 

the innermost rust layer at the bottom of the corrosion pits could not be completely removed. In 

particular, for severely corroded steel components, conical corrosion pits are often deep and 

accompanied by secondary corrosion pits. The power tool with a diamond grinding disc has several 

times the pre-treatment efficiency compared to cup wire; however, limited by the shape of the 

diamond grinding disc, the rust inside the corrosion pit can hardly be removed (right area). Moreover, 

it can have a polishing effect on the steel substrate surface. According to Hashimoto, more than 70% 

of the corroded areas can be polished by a diamond disc[102,103]. The remaining part is the 
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corrosion pit, which contains many corrosion products and salts and is the main target cleaning area 

in this study. In this study, the diamond disc successfully polished the entire area outside the 

corrosion pit, leaving only the corrosion products in the corrosion pit for laser irradiation and 

analysis. 

Figure 0-7 shows the 3D contour of the surface of the specimen exposed to salt deposit amounts 

of 1000 mg/m2 after the surface was scanned by a digital microscope before and after pre-treatment. 

The sectional contour of the center of the corrosion pits was selected at the same position as that in 

Figure 0-6. After different pre-treatments, the surface contour changes of the three different 

corrosion degree specimens are shown in Figure 0-8. It can be seen that, in the case of 1000 mg/m2 

salt deposition, different pre-treatment can significantly change the thickness of the remaining rust 

layer in the corrosion pit, and the residual rust layer after pre-treatment still reaches hundreds of 

microns. It should be noted that in the case of such high salt deposition, the large corrosion pits are 

usually accompanied by secondary corrosion pits; therefore, the actual thickness of the rust layer is 

greater than the estimated thickness. For the slightly corroded specimens, the effect of the pre-

treatment was limited. The effect of pre-treatment is only to remove surface particles that are easily 

shed. The thickness of the rust layer to be cleaned in the corrosion pit was 100 μm when the salt 

deposits were 10 mg/m2 and no more than 200 μm when the salt deposits were 100 mg/m2. The rust 

is attached to a steel substrate and is usually dense and protective for weathering steels. 
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Figure 0-5 Macroscopic characteristics of the surface of three specimens whose pits were exposed 

to salt deposits conditions of (a)10 mg/m2, (b)100 mg/m2, and (c)1000 mg/m2 
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Figure 0-6 Macroscopic characteristics of the surface of three different corrosion grades 

specimens after pre-treatment with salt deposit amounts of (a)10 mg/m2, (b)100 mg/m2, and 

(c)1000 mg/m2 
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Figure 0-7 3D contour of severely corroded specimen (a) before pre-treatment and after pre-

treatment with a (b) steel brush, (c) cup wire, and (D) diamond disc 

 

 

Figure 0-8 Comparison of the rust layer profile before and after pre-treatment of three different 

corrosion degree with salt deposit amounts of (a)10 mg/m2, (b)100 mg/m2
, and (c)1000 mg/m2 

The corrosion products from these three types of specimens are collected using a steel brush, 
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and the rust layer’s main composition is analyzed by XRD. The spectra of the rust composition 

calculated by the Reference Intensity Ratio (RIR) method are drawn in Figure 0-9 and listed in Table 

0-4. The protective ability index of the composition of the rust layer calculated through equations 

(1)–(3) can be used to evaluate the anti-corrosion effect of the rust layer on the weathering steel 

surface [61–63]. The calculation results are listed in Table 0-5. The corrosion surface of the 100 

mg/m2 salt deposit amount is in the critical corrosion layer protection state. When the weathering 

steel loses the protection of the dense rust layer, the corrosion rate increases rapidly. 

𝛼 𝛾⁄ = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠% 𝛼 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠% 𝛾 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻⁄ (1) 

𝛼 𝛾∗⁄ = 𝑤𝑡% 𝛼 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻 (𝑤𝑡% 𝛾 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝑤𝑡% 𝛽 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝑤𝑡% 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4)⁄ (2) 

𝛼∗ 𝛾∗⁄ = (𝑤𝑡% 𝛼 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝑤𝑡% 𝐹𝑒3𝑂4) (𝑤𝑡% 𝛾 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝑤𝑡% 𝛽 − 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻)⁄ (3) 

 

Table 0-4 Composition ratio of corrosion products 

Composition 
Weight ratio (%) 

10 mg/m2 100 mg/m2 1000 mg/m2 

α-FeOOH 19.0 41.0 43.0 

Fe3O4 34.0 10.0 2.70 

γ-FeOOH 24.0 22.0 38.0 

β-FeOOH 2.00 13.0 7.30 

Fe2O3 16.0 13.0 8.80 

others 5.00 1.00 0.20 

 

Table 0-5 Calculated protective ability index 

Index 
Salt deposits amount (mg/m2) 

10 100 1000 

α/γ 0.79 1.86 1.13 

α/γ* 0.32 0.91 0.90 

α*/γ* 2.04 1.46 1.01 
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Figure 0-9 Corrosion product powders’ (a) XRD spectrum and (b) the ratio of product composition 

 

1.11.2 Surface characteristics after abrasive blasting surface treatment 

Abrasive blasting was carried out after pre-treatment. In the first round of blasting, garnet, 

which with lower hardness was used as abrasive. After garnet blasting for 20 s, the surface of the 

general corrosion specimens can reach the level of Sa 3, as shown in Figure 0-10(a). However, 

severely corroded specimens can only reach the level of Sa 2.5, as shown in Figure 0-10(b). Due to 

the appearance of secondary corrosion pits and the limitation of blasting angle, some shadow parts 

in corrosion pits cannot be cleaned directly, and there are rust residues. The second round of blasting 

was completed a week later after the specimens re-rusted. The higher hardness fused alumina 

abrasive was used in this round, and the treatment duration was controlled in 10 s. As shown in 

Figure 0-10(c), the surface of generally corroded steel is still cleaned to the level of Sa 3. In the 

corrosion pits of severely corroded samples, the shadow and residual rust also decreased 

significantly, as shown in Figure 0-10 (d). The harder fused alumina is more effective at removing 

stubborn rust. The third round of blasting was also carried out a week later by alumina. As can be 

seen from Figure 0-10 (e) and (f), after three rounds of blasting, the severe corrosion can reach the 

same Sa 3 level as the general corrosion, and the rust in the corrosion pit and secondary corrosion 

pit is also completely removed. 

It should be noted that the cleanliness of the blasted surface does not seem to be significantly 

related to the pre-treatment. After 20 s of garnet blast (GB) treatment there is almost no visible rust 
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residue on the surface. Only in severely corrosion pits’ cleaning, the effect of diamond grinding disc 

as pre-treatment tool is worse than other pre-treatment tools, especially cup wire. The residual rust 

in the secondary corrosion pit appeared in the pre-treatment area of diamond grinding disc, while 

the rust in the secondary corrosion pit pre-treated by cup wire was completely removed, as shown 

in Figure 0-10(f). Therefore, it is recommended that when abrasive blasting is used for the final 

cleaning, the residual rust layer in the corrosion pit should be avoided as much as possible. It is 

recommended to use cup wire type pre-treatment tools. 

1.11.3 Surface characteristics after laser surface treatment 

Laser surface treatment is carried out after pre-treatment. The laser transmitter is fixed during 

the process. The specimens were placed on an X-Y direction stage to move at a fixed speed along a 

preset re-entry route to ensure that the irradiation at each position of the specimens was the same. 

The surface’s macroscopic image after laser irradiation is shown in Figure 0-11. It can be seen that 

several transverse stripes appeared on the surface of the steel plate, and the high irradiation energy 

density caused edge tracing at the top of the laser ring during its movement [66]. All parts of the 

target surface are scanned by the laser spot under the overlapping irradiation of the laser ring. Except 

the laser ring coverage of the bottom strip is 0%, the overlap rate of other parts is 50%. Only 

corrosion pits with 50% overlap rate were examined to analyze the cleanliness of the artificial pits. 

For each pre-treatment condition, ten corrosion pits are included for discussion. 
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Figure 0-10 Macroscopic characteristics of the surface after abrasive blast treatment of (a, b) 1st 

round with garnet blasting, (c, d) 2nd round with alumina blasting, and (e–h) 3rd round with 

alumina blasting 

 

 

Figure 0-11 Macroscopic characteristics of the surface after laser treatment, with salt deposited 

amount of (a, b)10 mg/m2, (c, d)100 mg/m2, and (e–h)1000 mg/m2 
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By visual observation, a single round of laser irradiation can completely remove the rust layer 

under general corrosion conditions, regardless of pre-treatment conditions. The inside and outside 

of the artificial corrosion pit are blue, and there is no visible corrosion product residue inside the 

corrosion pit. However, in the case of severe corrosion, the rust in the corrosion pit cannot be cleaned 

at one time. As shown in Figure 0-11(e), there is an apparent color difference inside and outside the 

artificial pit after one laser irradiation. In the areas pre-treated by steel brushes and diamond grinding 

discs, dark gray rust buds appear inside the corrosion pits, which have not been completely ablated 

and evaporated. The area pre-treated with the cup wire has better cleaning, but some pits remain as 

rust buds. In the first round of laser cleaning, the laser directly irradiated the rust and most of the 

laser energy was absorbed by the rust layer. However, for thick rust layers, the ability of the laser to 

remove rust remained limited, and it was difficult to ablate a rust layer of hundreds of microns in a 

single round. Under the premise that the laser parameters cannot be changed, multiple repeated laser 

irradiations are required to obtain ideal cleanliness of the surface. As shown in Figure 0-11(f)–(h), 

the severely corroded steel plate requires two to four rounds of irradiation. As the number of laser 

irradiation increases, the color inside and outside the corrosion pit gradually becomes the same. The 

apparent corrosion product residue was gradually removed with multiple irradiations. After four 

rounds of laser irradiations, the presence of the residue was almost not visually detectable. 

1.12 Turning time test 

Visual observation can be used to subjectively assess the degree of rust removal; however, the 

effectiveness of salt removal is not known. Insufficient salt removal is one of the main causes of 

flash rust, re-corrosion, and damage to coatings. There are many methods for surface analysis, 

including SEM/EDX, Raman spectroscopy, FT-IR spectroscopy, XRD, etc. These scientific analysis 

methods can be used to distinguish composition combinations, element combinations and functional 

groups, and can accurately identify rust and salt and other substances that cause re-corrosion. 

However, these methods have many limitations in surface cleanliness analysis, especially in salinity 

removal analysis. When the surface is visually clean, it is difficult to find and observe residual salt 

on the surface using the methods described above, which is largely limited by the observed area. 

Therefore, the results obtained are not sufficient to describe the overall condition of the surface. 
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Some engineering salt detection methods are usually more practical. Such as gauze wiping method, 

water breaking method, conductivity method and Bresle method. Due to the random nature of salt 

distribution and the dissolution rate of attached salts, these methods are usually only used as a 

reference and do not provide very accurate values. Among them, Bresle method is the most 

commonly used method, which is often used for the determination of surface residual soluble salts. 

However, this method does not help to know where the salt remains, nor can it obtain information 

about the insoluble salt and the inherent salt.  

Because corrosion is a time-dependent change, this study proposes an objective cleanliness 

inspection method called the turning time method. The time interval between the completion of the 

surface cleaning work and the occurrence of re-corrosion is defined as the turning time. Cleaned 

surfaces have higher surface activity, and when exposed to the atmosphere and residual rust and salt 

on the surface, re-corrosion can occur in a short time. Therefore, the effects of rust and salt removal 

can be evaluated based on the length of the turning time. 

In this study, to investigate the cleanliness of the cleaned surface, the turning time test was 

carried out under a fixed temperature and humidity environment. The set temperature and humidity 

are 30°C and 90% RH, respectively, which is the average temperature and humidity in Okinawa 

Island in summer and is maintained at a dew point of about 27°C, the same as in the accelerated 

cycle of constant dew point corrosion. The environmental conditions were simulated within hours 

after surface treatment. For weathering steel, under that fixed high temperature and humidity 

environment, it is difficult for corrosion products to form a dense corrosion layer to inhibit 

corrosion[104]. Moreover, in the constant temperature and humidity oven, the salt from the external 

environment is avoided. This is close to the semi-enclosed environment during cleaning engineering. 

The occurrence of re-corrosion can accurately show the residual rust and salt position of weathering 

steel after CWL cleaning, whereas the rate and area of re-corrosion show the amount of salt residue. 

The turning time test with a fixed temperature and humidity lasted for 15 days to provide sufficient 

time for residual salts to cause corrosion. The specimens were observed at intervals of one hour, two 

hours, four hours, 24 hours, seven days, and 15 days. Digital photos were taken to record the surface 

state at each time interval under different pre-treatment conditions. 
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1.12.1 Turning time test of blasted specimens 

Abrasive blasting cleaned surfaces have high surface activity. Surfaces that come into contact 

with or have residual salts will quickly corrode in the atmosphere environment. As shown in the 

Figure 0-12, the surface changes of generally corroded and severely corroded specimens within one 

week after GB. It can be seen that although the blasted surface was able to achieve Sa 2.5 or 3 levels, 

the entire surface was rusted after an hour. For general corrosion specimens, the area of rust is small 

and show color of orange. The corrosion area is negligible even after acceleration corrosion for one 

day. Even after 24 h, the whole surface can still maintain Sa 2.5 equivalent level. Under the condition 

of accelerated corrosion for a week, rust will continue to grow and brown rust will appear on the 

surface. The surface level at this point is a lower level of Sa 2. However, for severely corroded 

specimen, the rust removal effect of GB is not good. After 20 s of blast by garnet, there are still rust 

stains in the secondary corrosion pit that cannot be removed, and the surface can only reach the 

level of Sa 2.5. After one hour of accelerated corrosion, a large number of rust stains can be seen on 

the surface. These rust stains turn brown and the surface level has been reduced to Sa 2 level, which 

is not suitable for painting. After 4 h, the rust on the surface was clearly visible, and almost the 

whole surface was covered by rust layer. After seven days of corrosion, the entire surface is covered 

with reddish brown granular rust. Even if the surface cleaned by GB can reach the level of Sa 2.5, 

the coating on this surface has the tendency of re-corrosion under the coating. 

In engineering, higher hardness fused alumina is often used for subsequent blasting to remove 

as much stubborn rust as possible. In cases of severe corrosion, this is usually accompanied by a 

high-pressure water gun washing for salt removal. As shown in Figure 0-13, after multiple rounds 

of blasting, the rust in the corrosion pit is removed, and the cleaned surface can reach the level of 

Sa 3. In the accelerated corrosion process, it was found that the area of re-rust was significantly 

reduced after the second round of alumina blasting (GAB), and only part of the secondary corrosion 

pits were not completely cleaned, as shown in Figure 0-13, and brown rust still residue in tiny 

corrosion pits. The treated surface was able to maintain the level of Sa 2.5 within 4 hours. The 

corrosion condition after one day and one week is obviously improved compared with that after a 

round of blasting, and the surface brown rust area is obviously reduced. The second round of 
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alumina blasting greatly reduces the possibility of re-corrosion under coating. After the third round 

of alumina blasting (GAAB), the rust in the secondary corrosion pit is almost completely removed, 

and the surface rust after turning time is mostly orange flash rust. The whole surface can reach the 

level suitable for painting. 

The blast cleaned surface shows metallic gray, with a distinct color difference from the rusty 

orange and brown. Therefore, the area of re-rusting by color picking and calculating can be used as 

a method to evaluate salt residual degree. In painting engineering, hope that the surface salt content 

is less than 50 mg/m2 before painting[105]. In this study, ultrasonic salt spray device[106]  was used 

to prepare a control group with 50 mg/m2 surface salt content for comparison. The particle size of 

the attached salt was not more than 10 μm on the surface, as shown in Figure 0-14. The reference 

group and the cleaned specimens were subjected to turning time test together. ImageJ software was 

used to pick up the rust layer on the specimens and calculate the proportion of re-rust, as shown in 

Figure 0-15. By drawing the relation curve of re-rusting area-time and comparing the reference 

group, the information of residual salt can be obtained. 
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Figure 0-12 Turning time test specimens of (a) general corrosion and (b) severe corrosion 
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Figure 0-13 Turning time test of severely corroded specimens after different abrasive blast 

treatment 

 

 
 

Figure 0-14 Ultrasonic salt spray device and the characteristic of surface adhesion salt 
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Figure 0-15 Schematic representation of the re-rusted area extracted using ImageJ 

 

As shown in Figure 0-16, the time variation curve of the area of re-rust on the blasted surface 

of three rounds is drawn. It is found that under the condition of general corrosion, only GB can clean 

the surface to the level suitable for painting. In the case of severe corrosion, multiple rounds of 

blasting are necessary. After the blasting of alumina, the re-rust area decreased significantly and fell 

below the reference group. However, after a long conversion time test, the rust still continued to 

grow and exceeded the re-rusting area of the reference group, which indicated that the rust and salt 

components remaining in the corrosion pit could not be ignored, and corrosion under painting was 

likely to occur. The situation still cannot be resolved after three rounds of blasting. As mentioned 

above, the duration of abrasive blasting in this study may be longer than that in the actual project, 

so more times may be required in the actual project, resulting in cumbersome process and increased 

cost. Therefore, it is recommended to use other surface treatment methods to clean the severely 

corroded parts. 
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Figure 0-16 The ratio of the re-rusted area to the total area in the turning time test 

 

1.12.2 Turning time test of laser ablated specimens 

For the laser treated surface, due to the presence of oxide film and the influence of laser 

trajectory, the surface color has a certain difference. The color of the laser treated surfaces 

undoubtedly affects the calculation of the area ratio of the re-rusted layer. Therefore, during the 

turning test of laser cleaning, the proportion of re-rusting of pits are counted to discuss cleanliness 

effect. 

All general corroded specimens were cleaned entirely after a single round of laser irradiation. 

There is no rust on the cleaned surface even after 15 days in the high temperature and humidity 

environment, as shown in Figure 0-17. It can be inferred that one round of irradiation with a 3 kW 

CWL is sufficient for full ablation and cleaning of a thin rust layer with a thickness of less than 200 

μm. Therefore, surface pre-treatment is not even necessary before laser cleaning in the case of 

general corrosion.  

However, for the case of severely corroded condition, the phenomenon of re-corrosion after 

laser treatment is remarkable in the absence of sufficient laser irradiation, as shown in Figure 0-18. 

The calculated conclusions are drawn in Figure 0-19. Under the condition of only single-time 

irradiation, 70%~80% of the artificial pits in the pre-treatment area of steel brushes and diamond 

grinding discs were re-corroded within 1 h, and all pits were re-corroded in 24 h. For the cup wire 

pre-treated area, the rate of re-corrosion is 50% in an hour. Remarkably, after two weeks, 1/3 of the 
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artificial pits remained clean. More sufficient pre-treatment will help laser cleaning and reduce the 

necessary irradiation rounds. After two rounds of irradiation, almost all surfaces were thoroughly 

cleaned, especially the area cleaned by cup wire, and the turning time reached 24 h. Even though 

the specimens were kept in a high temperature and high humidity environment for a week, no more 

than 30% of the pits re-corroded. However, corrosion is random, even under similar conditions, and 

the level of corrosion may also differ. The thick and hard rust layer at the bottom of the corrosion 

pit, the influence of the secondary corrosion pit, and the thickness of the rust layer that needs to be 

cleaned will be different. In fact, there is no guarantee that only one or two rounds of laser irradiation 

can completely clean severely corroded surfaces. As shown in Figure 0-11 (g), the specimens 

irradiated three times still had some rust buds. In the turning time test, it was also found that 

specimens with more than 30% of the artificial pits’ re-corrosion happened within one hour. 

However, this phenomenon was completely improved after four rounds of irradiation. The turning 

time of the surface was stabilized at approximately 4 h after four rounds of irradiation. Although 

rust can still be observed in the artificial pit, these rust areas are very small, even less than 1% of 

the pit. After 15 days, the probability of re-corroded pits does not exceed 20%. In this case, the 

entire surface can be considered to be sufficiently cleaned. 

From the above tests, we can estimate that the rust removal range of each round of 3 kW CWL 

irradiation is approximately 200 μm. For samples subjected to severe corrosion conditions, pre-

treatment can significantly reduce the thickness of the rust layer and reduce the required rounds of 

laser irradiation; however, the limitations of pre-treatment and economic efficiency must be 

considered during structural maintenance because the effect of pre-treatment on rust removal is not 

linear. To reduce the number of laser irradiation rounds, more time and labor costs would have to 

be invested, which would be uneconomical in some cases. The laser spot of the 3 kW CWL used in 

this study has a very fast moving speed, up to 680 cm/s, and the heat-affected zone on the target 

surface is only tens of microns[71]. Multiple rounds of laser irradiation have a negligible effect on 

the structure itself. Therefore, multiple rounds of CWL irradiation are recommended for cleaning 

severely corroded surfaces. 
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Figure 0-17 Macroscopic characteristics of the laser-cleaned surface of a specimen subjected 

to salt deposit amounts of (a) 10 mg/m2 and (b) 100 mg/m2 after the turning time test
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Figure 0-18 Macroscopic characteristics of the laser-cleaned surface of severely corroded specimen after the turning time test 
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Figure 0-19 Occurrence rate of artificial pits re-corrosion on the surface of different treatment 

conditions 

 

1.13 Summary 

This chapter introduces the preparation method of artificial corrosion pit specimens. Introduced 

the common used pre-treatment tools, including steel brush, cup wire, and diamond disc, and its rust 

removal effect. Subsequently, the specimens were post-treated by using abrasive blasting and CWL 

with different rounds. The turning test, a new method based on image statistics, is proposed to 

discuss the cleaning effect of the mentioned combination methods. The conclusions are as follows: 

1. The efficiency and rust removal ability of pretreatment tools are significantly different. For 

generally corroded steel components, the rust removal difference of pretreatment tools is negligible. 

For severe corroded steel components, diamond disc has the worst rust removal ability but the 

highest efficiency. Cup wire has the strongest rust removal ability, but the remaining rust layer is 

usually more than 100 μm. 

2. The oxide formed on the surface of weathering steel is usually protective when the salt 

deposit is not more than 100 mg/m2. For salt deposition of 1000 mg/m2, severe corrosion occurs in 

weathering steel and secondary corrosion pits will occur within one year. 

3. Using garnet abrasive blasting to remove rust to the level of Sa 2.5 or 3, the re-corrosion 

will still appear within one hour. After alumina blasting for more rounds, it can achieve ideal clean 
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condition and suitable for painting operation. Cleanliness has little relation to pre-treatment. 

4. It is difficult to use abrasive blasting to clean severely corroded steel members to reduce the 

residual salt content to less than 50mg/m2, and there will be a tendency to re-corrosion under the 

coating. 

5. The 3 kW rotating CWL can clean approximately 200 μm of the rust layer per round of 

irradiation. Pre-treatments are helpful for the laser cleaning of corrosion pits in severely corroded 

components and for reducing the necessary irradiation rounds of the laser. 

6. For severely corroded steel components, four laser irradiations can almost completely 

remove rust and salt. 
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QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF SURFACE CLEANLINESS 

OF WEATHERING STEEL TREATED BY CONTINUOUS WAVE 

LASER 

1.14 Introduction 

CWL has a good ability to remove rust. Multiple rounds of laser irradiation can remove thick 

and stubborn rust layer and achieve good salt removal effect. However, due to the continuous input 

of laser heat energy, the more rounds of laser cleaning is not always the better. At present, the 

quantitative evaluation of laser cleaning is still not available. As mentioned in Chapter 2, laser-

cleaned surfaces cannot be evaluated in the same way as abrasive-blast-cleaned surfaces, due to the 

effect of oxide film color. Therefore, it is necessary to put forward the quantitative evaluation 

method in the application of laser cleaning technology in engineering practice. 

With the advancement of imaging sensor technology, computer vision algorithm, and artificial 

intelligence technology, image-based recognition and analysis technology can be considered as 

potential methods to evaluate the cleaning quality of the laser[107–109]. Digital photography can 

be utilized to assess corrosion status and cleaning quality owing to its non-contact, reproducible, 

and inexpensive nature[110–112]. The color of digital photos can be output as the CIE LAB color 

space coordinates through various graphics software such as Adobe Photoshop, and the calculation 

and analysis of color change through mathematical formulas can overcome subjectivity[113–116]. 

Standards and guidelines have already been developed for this image analysis method in many 

industries, such as medical, mining, agriculture, and manufacturing [117–124], and can be used as 

a reference for laser cleaning. 

In this chapter, a quantitative evaluation method is proposed based on digital photography. The 

analysis of cleanliness refers to the turning time test of laser cleaning of severely corroded steel 

components in Chapter 2. Finally, the suggestions of laser cleaning process are put forward, which 

can be used for reference for the future development of laser cleaning technology and laser cleaning 

robot. 
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1.15  Photometric Analysis method 

The specimens were photographed in an indoor environment with low natural light, as shown 

in Figure 0-1(a), similar to a semi-enclosed environment during surface cleaning engineering. Two 

LED light panel groups (Web LED Photo Light WP-960, L.P.L. Trading) with an illumination of 

2180 Lx/50 cm and a color temperature of 5000 K were used to illuminate the surface. Digital photos 

were taken by Canon EOS 60D digital camera with 18 million pixels equipped with a Canon EF17-

40 mm F4L USM wide-angle lens; the device was set as in Figure 0-1(b). The specifications were 

as follows: shutter speed of 1/8, aperture: F11, ISO:100, and white balance. The images were 

processed in Adobe Photoshop 2022. The color information from the central part of the corrosion 

pit in the range 60 × 60 mm (101 × 101 pixels) is extracted to obtain the L∗a∗b∗ value, as shown in 

Figure 0-1(c). 

 

 

Figure 0-1 Photograph conditions of an (a) indoor environment with low natural light, (b) device 

settings (c), and the pickup position of the color information 
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1.16 Photographic analysis with CIE L*A*B* color space 

High-temperature limits the contact inspection after laser irradiation, and visual inspection is 

limited by optical deviation and subjective awareness, which are not suitable for evaluating the 

surface after laser treatment. Hence, this study proposes using a digital camera to capture the color 

information of the target surface for a quantitative and objective assessment of laser cleanliness. 

The captured color is based on the chromaticity information of the CIE L*a*b* color space 

under the D50 light source, including the luminance information L* and the color information a* 

and b*. The color information a* and b* can also be equivalently converted into chromaticity C* and 

hue hab
*, which is more in line with visual observation. The color information of each capture area 

can be drawn in the form of spatial point coordinates on the CIE L*a*b* or L*C*h plane. The distance 

between the points is the color difference ΔE. Chromaticity C*, hue hab
*, and color difference ΔE 

can be calculated by equations (1)– (3). 

𝐶∗ = √(𝑎∗)2 + (𝑏∗)2 (1) 

ℎ𝑎𝑏 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
𝑏∗

𝑎∗
) (2) 

∆𝐸∗ = √(𝐿1
∗ − 𝐿2

∗ )2 + (𝑎1
∗ − 𝑎2

∗)2 + (𝑏1
∗ − 𝑏2

∗)2 (3) 

 

1.16.1 Luminance and color 

Figure 0-2 is a graph of the color information change on the surface of each working step 

during the treatment process. It can be clearly seen that with the continuation of the surface treatment, 

the brightness L* of the treated surface gradually increases, and the chromaticity a* and b* moves 

toward the negative axis direction. The three-color indicators have the same change trend as the 

cleaning process, and the color information change has a corresponding relationship with cleanliness. 
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Figure 0-2 Variation diagram of color information at different surface treatment stages 

In the pre-treatment process, the difference in the lightness value of the surface is very small. 

Hence, the color information of the surface at this stage can be compared on the same a*b* plane, as 

shown in Figure 0-3. The dense protective layer of the weathering steel is usually dark red, and the 

appearance of orange rust delamination is a typical feature of weathering steel that is severely 

corroded. In Figure 0-3(a), the color point coordinates of the severely corroded and general corroded 

steel surfaces are located on both sides of the X-axis, clearly distinguishing the corrosion degrees. 

Therefore, the hue value hab
* can be used as an index to evaluate the general and severe corrosions. 

This indicator can directly correspond to the necessary or non-pre-treatment processes for laser 

surface cleaning engineering. Comparing Figure 0-3(b) and (c), the relationship between surface 

chromaticity C* and lightness L* before and after pre-treatment shows that the surface lightness after 

pre-treatment is slightly improved, caused by the removal of rust and granules. After surface 

treatment, the color chroma of the pit area has no specific change rule caused by the randomness of 

rust formation. However, it can be noticed that the surface chromaticity of the cup wire pre-treatment 

is much lower than other surface treatments, which is caused by removing the rust layer and leaving 

a black FeO surface during the cup wire pre-treatment. Although there is a certain trend of color 

change after cup wire pre-treatment, it is still not recommended to use chromaticity C* and lightness 

L* to evaluate the cleaning effect in the pre-treatment stage. Especially in the case of severe 

corrosion, pitting corrosion, and surface irregularities, the diffuse reflection interferes with the 

collection of color information[125]. 
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Figure 0-3 Color information of the surface in the pre-treatment stage:  (a) a*b* plane, (b) and (c) 

L*C* plane 

 

The surface rust layer was quickly removed after CWL irradiation. The most apparent 

manifestation was that the surface redness and yellowness decreased rapidly, and the treated surface 

appeared light blue. As the rounds of laser irradiations increase, the surface chromaticity and 

lightness are improved to a certain extent. Since the lightness conditions of each surface during the 

laser treatment are close, a unified a*b* plane can also be used to describe the color information of 

this cleaning stage. As shown in Figure 0-4, all surface colors are concentrated in a small range; the 

change of chromaticity C* is only about 15, and the shift in hue is not more than 20°. Influenced by 

vision, it is more difficult to identify and distinguish with the naked eye in such a small area of the 

blue zone. After the rust layer is evaporated by laser ablation, the laser spot is directly irradiated to 

the surface of the steel substrate, and a molten pool is formed locally. Due to the surface tension of 
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the molten steel, it flows to the periphery, and the rust that has not been completely removed is 

covered to form rust buds. This remelting-covering phenomenon directly affects the accuracy of 

visual assessment of surface cleanliness. Simultaneously, some contaminators that have not been 

wholly evaporated will also enter the molten metal, remaining in the re-melted layer after cooldown. 

With the increase of laser irradiation times, the rust buds under the re-melted layer and the impurities 

in the re-melted layer are ablated completely, and the surface is thoroughly cleaned. In repeated 

laser irradiation, the molten steel also fills the pitting corrosion pits, making the entire surface look 

smoother and reducing the diffuse reflection of the surface. Hence, the surface lightness continues 

to increase with the number of irradiations. A dense Fe3O4 film is also formed on the surface during 

surface cooling[126]. The film tends to thicken with the increase of irradiation times. Due to thin-

film interference, the illuminated surface appears bluish and tends to be silvery, increasing the 

chromaticity of the surface. 

 

Figure 0-4 Color information of laser treatment surface: (a) a*b* plane and L*C* plane of (b)100 

mg/m2, and (c) 1000 mg/m2 
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1.16.2 Comparison of the color difference 

In laser irradiation, we need to consider whether the surface is ideally cleaned and whether it 

will cause new defects due to laser irradiation. However, more rounds of laser irradiation are not 

always advisable. Excessive laser irradiation will increase local thermal effects, forming a deeper 

heat-affected zone and causing surface defects. 

The difference in the color information of each surface in the laser processing stage is very 

small. It is challenging to judge whether the laser irradiation is sufficient or excessive only by color 

information. However, the lightness and chromaticity increase with the rounds of laser irradiation, 

and the overall trend is rising. Therefore, there is also a certain chromatic aberration on the surface 

between different irradiation rounds, which can be used to distinguish the stage reached by laser 

irradiation. 

Determining the benchmark of color is the most crucial factor in discussing the color difference. 

Li has used the color difference method to realize the cleaning evaluation of PL on general corroded 

surfaces using a cleaned surface as a benchmark and achieved a very good cleaning effect[74]. 

However, this benchmark does not apply to this study. As shown in Figure 0-5(a), each surface’s 

color difference is calculated with the benchmark of 10 mg/m2 salt deposit surface twice irradiated 

by the laser. The conclusion shows that the color difference under different conditions has no 

obvious relationship with the laser irradiation rounds. This is because the rust removal ability of the 

CWL is very strong; in the case of general corrosion or surface with pre-treatment, a single 

irradiation round is sufficient to expose the steel substrate. As mentioned above, each round of 

irradiation ablated approximately 200 μm of the rust layer. Compared with that of PL cleaning, the 

removal thickness of the rust layer may only be tens of microns in one round of cleaning; therefore, 

more irradiation rounds (pulse times) are required to completely remove the rust layer. In this study, 

most parts of the corrosion pit were fully cleaned by just one round of CWL irradiation, which has 

reached the range of excessive irradiation of the PL defined in the study by Li[74]. The most striking 

feature was the formation of a blue oxide film. Although the obtained results reveal that the color 

difference between the clean surface and benchmark is approximately 5, this cannot be used to 

determine whether the corrosion pit is completely cleaned. 
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Figure 0-5 Surface color difference change of laser treatment with different benchmarks: (a) 

standard surface and (b) surface after pre-treatment 

 

This study proposes to use the surface color information before laser treatment as the 

benchmark to compare the color difference between the same groups. Figure 0-5(b) plots the color 

difference of each round of laser surface treatment. With the increase of laser irradiation rounds, the 

color difference also showed a trend of continuous increase. In the case of general corrosion, the 

color difference changes little between the first and second laser irradiation, while there is a 

significant increase after the third round of laser irradiation. The first two rounds of laser irradiations 

were considered to be the cleaning stage. Laser energy is mainly used for ablation and evaporation 

of the rust layer and contaminants. At this stage, the surface melting effect on the steel substrate and 

the formation of the oxide film do not change significantly; thus, only a small color difference 

change is observed. The total laser power was input to the surface during the third and fourth 

irradiations. For the target surface, the remelting process involves excessive cleaning. This process 

increases the thickness of the oxide film, and the surface tends to be silver white. The target surface 

was smoother, and the surface roughness Ra in the corrosion pit decreased from approximately 50 

μm to approximately 30 μm. The sudden change in color difference is a sign of overtreatment. In 

the case of severe corrosion, with the increase in the irradiation rounds, the color difference 

increases and tends to be the same in the third and fourth irradiation. As mentioned in the turning 

time analysis, three or four rounds of laser irradiation are necessary for completely cleaning the 

severely corroded surface, which is consistent with the color difference change. In addition, it was 

found that the color difference value of the general corroded surface irradiated by laser one for two 
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rounds and the severely corroded surface irradiated for three to four rounds was in a similar range 

about 40 ± 2. At this point, the target surface is in the state of being completely cleaned. Therefore, 

when the 3 kW CWL is used to clean the surface, it can be assumed that when the color difference 

reaches this range, the surface has just achieved the cleaning condition, and there is no excessive 

treatment. 

1.17 CWL surface treatment procedure 

As a new type of surface treatment technology, CWL have the advantages of high efficiency, 

environmental friendliness, and industrialization. Combined with robotic technology, it can become 

a fully automatic surface cleaning method in the future. This study recommends three steps to 

achieve ideal laser cleaning of weathering steel structures, as shown in Figure 0-6. The first stage is 

the evaluation of the corrosion degree, which is used to determine whether pre-treatment is needed. 

The degree of corrosion can be judged subjectively by visually checking whether the rust layer is 

stratified or objectively by image analysis of the hue of the surface color. The second stage is surface 

pre-treatment, which is necessary for components exposed to severe corrosion conditions. 

Considering labor costs and maintenance time constraints, as well as the temperature sensitivity of 

the components, the choice of pre-treatment will be adjusted accordingly. Generally, simple pre-

treatment with a high-efficiency diamond grinding disc followed by multiple rounds of CWL 

irradiation is the recommended approach. However, for some temperature-sensitive components, 

such as thin plates, which can easily bend when exposed to heat, sufficient pre-treatment should be 

performed using wire-type power tools, such as a wire cup brush, to thin the rust layer as much as 

possible. The third stage is laser cleaning. Single laser irradiation can complete laser cleaning for 

general corroded areas and fully pre-treated corrosion pit areas. For the case of thick rust layer, 

multiple rounds of laser irradiation are needed. After each round of irradiation, the color difference 

between the pre-treated and post-treated surfaces can be used for cleanliness evaluation. When the 

color difference value reaches the 40 ± 2 range, the surface is considered completely clean, and no 

further irradiation is required. This method ensures that the severely corroded area cleaned by laser 

has more than 80% cleanliness in this research, which will provide a reference for the cleaning and 

maintenance of weathering steel structures. Considering the construction period and labor cost, the 
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construction method based on image recognition and automatic laser surface treatment will become 

mainstream in the future. 

 

 

Figure 0-6 Flow chart of CWL surface treatment procedure 
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1.18 Summary 

This chapter discusses the possibility and feasibility of taking photos based on digital cameras, 

picking up color information by image analysis software, and analyzing the surface cleanliness of 

laser processing based on CIE LAB color space. The results show a good match with turning time 

test. The conclusions are as follows: 

1. As the cleaning process progresses, the color information of the treated surface changes in 

the same trend. It is possible and feasible to evaluate the cleanliness by color analysis. 

2. Photometric analysis can be used to obtain surface color information for the quantitative 

evaluation of cleanliness. The hue value can be used to distinguish the degree of corrosion of 

weathering steel, and the color difference before and after laser irradiation can be used to evaluate 

cleanliness.  

3. The laser surface cleaning method is recommended, and the results of this study can inform 

the future research and development of CWL automatic cleaning systems. 
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SURFACE TREATMENT AND CLEANLINESS EVALUATION 

OF SEVERELY CORRODED STEEL COMPONENTS IN 

ENGINEERING 

1.19 Introduction 

Laser cleaning, as an environmentally friendly method for severe corrosion cleaning, will have 

a wide range of use scenarios in the future. At present, there are still few engineering applications 

of laser cleaning, how to use the effect of laser cleaning in engineering needs to be verified. In 

addition, heavily corroded steel structures are usually located in areas of high salt, high temperature, 

and high humidity, so the surface to be cleaned is usually wet. For abrasive blasting cleaning, the 

wet surface condition will limit abrasive recycling. Previous studies have shown that underwater 

laser cleaning can obtain better microscopic cleaning effect, which benefits from the evaporation 

effect of water vapor and the cleaning effect of underwater cavitation bubbles. Therefore, laser 

cleaning under wet conditions and even underwater will be a big advantage in engineering 

application. 

To verify the possibility of using high-power CWL for cleaning corroded steel structures, in 

this chapter, the 3 kW CWL was used to irradiate severely corroded steel members under dry and 

wet conditions. After the laser treatment, the surface morphologies and microstructures were 

evaluated and compared with the results of abrasive blasting to determine the cleaning effect of 

CWL processing on corroded steel members in actual engineering. To accurately evaluate the effect 

of CWL salt removal in practical engineering, SEM/EDX technology was used to analyze the 

surface and cross section of the core specimens after turning time test. Discussed the quality of salt 

removal effect in engineering and the possible influence caused by external pollution. The 

conclusion obtained will provide reference for the engineering application of laser surface cleaning. 
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1.20 Experimental 

1.20.1 Samples 

A severely corroded steel member removed from a rock shed was selected for surface treatment, 

and the structure was exposed in a coastal region less than 10 m away from the seaside of Kagoshima 

(Lat. 31°53”51’N, Long. 130°13”20’E) for 41 years, as shown in Figure 0-1 (a) and (b). The amount 

of airborne salt in this area was high, and the steel members of the rock shed were unaffected by 

rain. Although the structure was painted, severe corrosion occurred in the thin coating. As shown in 

Figure 0-1(c), the foot of the rock shed exhibited the most severe corrosion. Before performing 

surface cleaning via abrasive blasting and CWL, the corroded surface was pretreated with a diamond 

disc power tool to remove the outermost and compact rust layer, as shown in Figure 0-1(d) and (e). 

 

Figure 0-1 Location and surface conditions of severely corroded steel member: (a) Location of 

rock shed, (b) corroded columns of rock shed, (c) foot of corroded columns, (d) surface treatment 

target, and (e) used power tools with diamond grinding disc. 
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1.20.2 Abrasive blast cleaning 

Abrasive blasting was regarded as the control group to compare the rust and salt removal 

effects of the laser cleaning. Garnet was used as the abrasive; it has the same Mohs hardness as steel, 

and its average particle size was 430 μm. The composition of the abrasive is shown in Table 0-1 and 

the appearance and particle size distribution of the garnet are shown in Figure 0-2. The pretreated 

surface was blasted at a spraying angle, stand-off distance, and pressure of 60°, 300 mm, and 0.7 

MPa (100 psi), respectively, during cleaning. To achieve an ideal cleaning effect, the garnet 

abrasives were not recycled during cleaning to avoid rust and salt from being sprayed directly onto 

the target surface. Before analysis, the blasted surface is cleaned with a high-pressure air gun to 

remove the abrasive sticking to the steel surface. 

 

Table 0-1 Composition of garnet abrasive 

Components SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 

Composition (%) 35–40 20–25 30–35 1–2 5–7 0.1–1 

 

 

Figure 0-2 Garnet particle size distribution. 
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1.20.3 Laser cleaning 

Laser processing was performed at a factory in Shizuoka, Japan. Laser surface treatment was 

performed using the CWL rotated by a prism as a spinning 3 kW laser ring, which irradiated the 

steel surface with the moving ring to remove corrosion products and contaminants[30,71]. The laser 

processing parameters are listed in Table 0-2. In this study, laser surface treatment was categorized 

into dry laser cleaning (DLC) and wet laser cleaning (WLC), the schematics of which are shown in 

Figure 0-3. In WLC, the methods for supplying water are classified into three categories: 1) WLC-

1: the drench method - laser cleaning is performed after splashing water on the steel surface 

following pretreatment, and the thickness of the water film on the surface does not exceed 1 mm; 2) 

WLC-2: the soak method - laser cleaning is performed by soaking the treatment surface in a 30-

mm-deep water layer; 3) WLC-3: the rinse method - laser cleaning is performed while continuously 

supplying tap water to the steel surface through a shower head at the supply speed of 16 L/min, and 

the thickness of the water flow on the surface does not exceed 10 mm. The laser continuously sweeps 

the cleaning surface thrice to ensure that the entire surface is fully cleaned during cleaning. The 

treatment conditions and cleaned surfaces are shown in Figure 0-3. 

After the sample was thoroughly cooled, a hole saw was used to cut specimens with the 

diameter of 20 mm in each target area (Figure 0-4 (a)), and the cutting area was selected at the 

location of a corrosion pit of similar size to ensure consistency of the analysis surface morphology 

as much as possible[95]. The surfaces of the cut specimens were clean without residual rust, as 

Figure 0-4 (b) shows. 

 

Table 0-2 Laser processing parameters 

Parameter Value Units 

Output 3 kW 

Spot diameter 430 μm 

Motor speed 5000 rpm 

Irradiation ring diameter 26 mm 

Spot irradiation speed 680 cm/s 

Power density 2066 kW/cm2 

Interaction time 31.6 μs 
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Figure 0-3 Surface conditions of severely corroded steel member treated via laser cleaning: (a) 

DLC, (b) WLC-1 of drench method, (c) WLC-2 of soak method, and (d) WLC-3 of rinse method. 

 

 

Figure 0-4 Specimens of laser-treated surfaces (a) cut by hole saw and (d) surface condition before 

transportation. 
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1.20.4 Observation and characterization 

The surface morphologies of all specimens were observed and analyzed using a three-

dimensional digital optical microscopy (OM, HRX-01, HIROX, Tokyo, Japan). Information 

regarding the surface roughness was acquired by analyzing a 0.6 mm × 10 mm area for each sample 

surface under a laser confocal microscope (OLS-4500, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). 

The elemental chemical composition of the cleaned surface was determined using scanning 

electron microscope–energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (SEM–EDX, Model SU3500-Hitachi; 

Hitachi Corp., Japan) under an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a vacuum pressure of 30 kPa.  

To determine the thicknesses of the melt layer and heat-affected zone of the laser-treated steel 

surface, the cross sections of the laser-treated specimens were polished and etched with 3% nital, 

and then the microstructure of the specimens was observed using OM. 

1.21 Macroscopic and microscopic characteristics of surface after cleaning 

1.21.1 Processing efficiency 

For surface treatment in actual engineering, the efficiency of processing, which is associated 

with the construction period and treatment cost, as well as noise and dust emission during the 

treatment process, is critical and affects the re-corrosion turning time of the treated surface[127]. In 

this study, the treated surface was a rectangular area of the foot of rock-shed pillars. The treatment 

time for each step was recorded. The construction efficiency was calculated based on the processed 

area per hour. 

A diamond grinding disc power tool was used for polishing the surface during pretreatment; 

however, it cannot remove the corrosion products inside the corrosion pit, which contains more salt 

than the other corroded areas[1,128,129]. Therefore, the rust and salt removal effect in this area is 

the key in this study. The surface must be cleaned before painting to avoid premature coating failure. 

Pictorial standards are often used to evaluate cleanliness in engineering. According to ISO 8501, 

painting is performed the most economically and efficiently when the surface is cleaned at Sa 2.5 

or higher, where the amount of shadows, streaks, and stains remaining on the surface is less than 
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5%. Therefore, both abrasive blasting and laser cleaning satisfy the visual cleanliness standards of 

this study.  

Regarding engineering experience and research, the efficiency of garnet blasting, which is 

affected by the type and size of garnet, as well as the shooting pressure, is 15–30 m2/h. However, 

for the severely corroded area, it was difficult to achieve the desired surface cleanliness after a single 

blasting of Sa2.5 or 3 specified by ISO 8501, and flash rust occurred within tens of minutes. To 

achieve an ideal cleaning effect, repeated water spraying and blasting are typically required. In this 

case, the amount of blasting required by garnet is 150–200 kg/m2, which is 8–10 times that required 

by general blasting. Therefore, the actual garnet-blasting efficiency is only 1.5–3 m2/h. In this study, 

garnet blasting was performed on a pretreated surface measuring 50 mm × 80 mm. After 20 s of 

blasting, the surface exhibited a visual cleanliness level of Sa3, and the converted actual treatment 

efficiency was 0.72 m2/h. 

In CWL cleaning, laser beam irradiating the entire processing surface is the ideal state. Because 

the energy distribution of the laser beam conforms to a Gaussian-function-like distribution[130–

133], the ideal irradiation conditions in the laboratory were set to the overlap ratio of the laser ring 

and laser spot of 50% to satisfy the uniform and effective laser irradiation, as shown in Figure 0-5. 

In this case, the laser-cleaning efficiency was 0.84 m2/h. During laser cleaning, the target surface 

was cleaned using a handheld transmitter, with the overlap rate of the laser deviating significantly 

from the ideal condition. To fully irradiate the target surface, the laser transmitter was manually 

controlled to irradiate the surface three times with as uniform a movement speed as possible. In this 

case, the target surface can be fully and effectively irradiated at the same ideal cleanliness level. The 

treated surface was visually cleaned to the Sa3 level as a blasted surface, without residual corrosion 

products. The laser irradiation time on each surface was as consistent as possible; the average 

cleaning time on the 0.03 m2 target area was approximately 90 s, and the average efficiency of the 

handheld laser cleaning tool was 1.20 m2/h . 
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Figure 0-5 Schematic illustration of rotating CWL treatment. 

 

1.21.2 Macroscopic observation 

5.3.2.1 Pretreated surface 

Figure 0-6 shows macroscopic images of the surface before and after pretreatment. The 

thickness of the rust layer on the target cleaning surface can reach 20mm; the layer was loose and 

can be peeled off easily. After removing the loose rust layer using handheld tools, the corrosion 

products on the surface appeared brown and black. This rust layer was difficult to remove, even 

when steel brushes and chisels were used, particularly in areas containing corrosion pits. After 

diamond grinding disc treatment was performed, a portion of the area was polished to expose the 

silver luster steel substrate, and the polished area exceeded 50%, as shown in Figure 0-6(b). The 

areas outside the pit were ground using diamond grinding discs, as depicted in Figure 0-6(c), 

resulting in clear-cutting tracks. This is because of the grinding disc shape and corrosion pit depth. 

The rust appeared as a stubborn brownish–red cone in the corrosion pits[95], which often contained 

a large amount of salt. Surface soluble salt content was measured four times via a bresle patch test, 

and the obtained salt contents were 27.8, 66.1, 122, and 666 mg/m2. Figure 0-6(d) shows the site 

where the maximum salt amount was measured. The purpose of this study was to remove rust from 

these corrosion pits and avoid salt residue on the cleaned surface as much as possible. 
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Figure 0-6 Morphologies of target surface: (a) Before cleaning and (b) after pretreatment; (c) local 

morphology after pretreatment; (d) soluble salt content after pretreatment. 

5.3.2.2 Blasted surface 

The garnet-blasted surface shows a matte-textured gray metallic luster with no visible rust or 

contamination, which can reach the cleanliness level of Sa3. Even at the Sa3 level of blasting, flash 

rust began to appear on the blasted surface within an hour, as shown in Figure 0-7(a), and rust was 

visible at 100 X optical magnification, as shown in Figure 0-7(b). Additionally, fine white 

translucent particles, which were residue from the garnet abrasive, were observed on the area near 

flash rust. 

Table 0-3 Surface roughness values of blasted surface of garnet 

Laser conditions Ra (μm) Rz (μm) Rsm (μm) Sa (µm) 

Blast 13.6 87.7 411 15.3 
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Figure 0-7 OM images showing blasted surface of garnet. 

 

 

Figure 0-8 Surface and cross-section profile of blasted surface of garnet. 

 

The line area around the corrosion pit (black wireframe in Figure 0-7(a)) was scanned using a 

laser confocal microscope, and the local surface and cross-section profiles were obtained, as shown 

in Figure 0-8. The blasted surface was impacted by the abrasive, which resulted in dense craters and 

a rough matte surface. The line roughness and surface roughness values of the garnet-blasted 

surfaces are listed in Table 0-3. 
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5.3.2.3 Laser-cleaned surface 

After laser cleaning, the surfaces exhibited a pearlescent texture with a luster of amber, blue, 

and black. The factor that contributed to this luster is the same as that to the tempering of carbon 

steel, the difference in thickness of the oxide film formed on the surface after laser irradiation. The 

laser irradiation track was clearly observed on the laser-cleaned surfaces, as can be seen in Figure 

0-9. In this case, the rust layer on the trace was determined as completely ablated and evaporated 

because the steel substrate was directly swept by the laser beam to form a molten pool trace, which 

achieved the ideal laser cleaning effect. The formation of laser traces on the entire surface is a major 

characteristic of a completely cleaned steel surface. It should also be noted that no corrosion residues 

or flash rust were observed on the laser-cleaned surfaces within hours of cooling, as shown in Figure 

0-4. It can be considered that the surface after laser cleaning can also reach the same Sa3 level as 

the blasted surface. To determine exactly where the salt residue might be, scientific analysis of the 

cleaned surface was performed one week after the laser cleaning, at which time the laser cleaning 

surface appeared rusty. All scientific analyses were performed using orange bars, as shown in Figure 

0-9. Photoshop 2022 software was employed to select and calculate areas where rust occurs[134], 

and the re-corroded areas of DLC, WLC-1, and WLC-2 constituted approximately 5% of the entire 

surface. Nevertheless, the cleanliness of these areas can reach a similar Sa2.5 level to that of a 

blasted surface. However, the surface re-corroded area of WLC-3 reached approximately 30% of 

the full surface, which is unacceptable. The cause of re-corrosion must not be excluded from the 

introduction of contaminants during the cutting process, as most corrosion occurs at the anchor 

points and edge locations. 

By observing the clean region of the specimens, it was observed that the surface that underwent 

DLC showed a dark blue and gray luster, the surface of WLC-1 appeared blue primarily, and the 

surfaces of WLC-2 and WLC-3 appeared amber. Laser traces and small pits were observed in the 

optically magnified 100X images—these pits were formed via pitting corrosion and were similar to 

the laser beam in terms of size. Even in the magnified state, corrosion products were not observed 

inside these pits, demonstrating the ability of laser irradiation in cleaning the pitting areas. 

Figure 0-10 and 11 show the profiles of four laser-treated surfaces and cross sections. The 
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contour data are from the orange area in Figure 0-9. Because all surfaces were tested under the same 

operating conditions, these strip areas were used to indicate the profile characteristics of the 

specimens. The main factor affecting the surface roughness of laser cleaning was the distribution of 

the laser trace. As shown in the cross-sectional profile of the DLC case in Figure 0-11, the laser 

profile in the left region was dense, whereas that in the right half was relatively sparse. In the four 

laser cleaning cases, the surface of WLC-1 and WLC-2 demonstrated the highest and lowest surface 

roughness values, respectively. Based on the surface profile maps shown in Figure 0-10, the laser-

cleaned surface was smoother than the blasted surface. Except for the case of WLC-1, the roughness 

values of the laser-cleaned surfaces were slightly lower than those of the blasted surface, as listed 

in Table 0-4. 

 

Table 0-4 Surface roughness of laser-irradiated surface 

Laser conditions Ra (μm) Rz (μm) Rsm (μm) Sa (µm) 

DLC 11.8 76.2 666 12.3 

WLC-1 17.3 101 786 19.5 

WLC-2 8.03 49.6 519 8.11 

WLC-3 14.3 84.3 966 15.3 
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Figure 0-9 Surface morphologies of (a) DLC, (b) WLC-1, (c) WLC-2, and (d) WLC-3 specimens. 
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Figure 0-10 Surface profile of laser-treated surfaces. 

 

 

Figure 0-11 Cross-section profile of laser-treated specimens. 
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1.21.3 Microscopic observation 

It can be observed visually that flash rust occurred in a short period on the cleaned 

surfaces[134], which adversely affected the coating effect. The flash rust occurred because 

impurities particles and salts remained on or embedded in the cleaned surface[16]. Salt content is 

difficult to measure using the Bresle patch test. Therefore, studies were conducted to observe the 

cleaned surface using SEM, as well as to distinguish the location and content of specific elements 

via EDX. 

5.3.3.1 Pretreated surface 

The pretreated surface re-corroded rapidly. By observing a corrosion pit area, it was revealed 

that a significant amount of salt remained on the steel surface, as shown in Figure 0-12, which 

contributed primarily to the re-corrosion. Figure 0-13 shows the cross section of a pitting corrosion, 

the maximum depth of which was 100 μm. Furthermore, it was discovered that the salt accumulated 

under the corrosion products at the bottom of the corrosion pit. Therefore, the primary goal to be 

achieved in severely corroded steel members is the removal of corrosion products and salts to avoid 

the occurrence of rapid re-corrosion. 

 

 

Figure 0-12 SEM–EDX micrographs showing pretreated surface of diamond disc power tool. 

 

 

Figure 0-13 OM and SEM–EDX images showing cross-section of pretreated sample. 
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5.3.3.2 Surface cleaned via blasting 

An SEM–EDX image of the corrosion pit on the cleaned surface of the garnet blast is shown 

in Figure 0-14. Observations were performed immediately after the blasting operation. It was 

observed that the cleaned steel substrate exhibited a bowl-like shape (light-colored area) after being 

struck by the abrasive at a high speed, and abrasive residues (black area) were observed in some 

areas. The residual abrasive appeared in the form of powder or flakes and measured 50–100 μm, 

which is 1/5–1/10 the size of the abrasive particles. Based on the EDX analysis results, the corrosion 

pit did not contain any corrosion products or salt residues. However, the residual abrasive on the 

surface indicated a weight ratio that exceeded 20 wt% and was primarily CaO with lower hardness, 

followed by SiO2 and Al2O3 with higher hardness. Figure 0-15 shows a cross section at the corrosion 

pit. As shown, the abrasive was buried in the steel substrate, and the embedded abrasives were 

primarily Al2O3 and SiO2. This specimen reaches the clean level of Sa3 when the blasting time is 

much longer than the general treatment time; therefore, no salt residue can be observed at the bottom 

of the corrosion pit. However, embedding of abrasives could not be precluded as the main reason 

for re-corrosion within a short time[16]. 

 

Figure 0-14 SEM–EDX micrographs showing blasted surface of garnet. 
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Figure 0-15 SEM–EDX images showing blasted surface of garnet. 

5.3.3.3 Surface cleaned via CWL 

Figure 0-16–19 show the SEM–EDX images of the surface after laser cleaning. Figure 0-16 

shows the DLC measurements, where Point 1 indicates the re-corrosion area. Based on the EDX 

diagram, the observation area contained a significant amount of Cl, and its weight ratio was 

approximately 20 times that of the clean area, with a maximum value of 0.92 wt%. The corrosion 

in this area may have been caused by incomplete laser irradiation or foreign contaminants because 

this area was near the cut anchor point. At Points 2 and 3, the light and dark areas represent the 

remelted and oxidized layers in the cleaned area, respectively. The oxidized area contained cracks, 

and particles measuring 10–20 μm were observed on the surface. Comparing Points 2 and 3 

(corresponding to the blue and black areas of the macroscopic observation, respectively), the weight 

ratios of O were 10.9 wt% and 3.74 wt%, respectively, which confirms that the difference in color 

of the clean surface was caused by the difference in the surface oxide layer. The SEM image at Point 

3 shows the typical melt-pool traces of the laser, and the width of the traces was consistent with the 

diameter of the laser spot (approximately 500 μm). The sides of the laser path protruded slightly 

and appeared as dark oxide layers. 
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Figure 0-16 SEM–EDX micrographs of DLC. 

 

Figure 0-17 the observation result of WLC-1. At Point 1, corrosion products were observed 

above the laser trace, which is characteristic of re-corrosion after laser cleaning. A Cl band (the 

region encircled by a dotted white circle) was observed in the EDX image; in the SEM image, this 

band appeared as black particles. It was conceivable that external contamination was one of the 

causes of corrosion since the corrosion area was near the cutting edge. Points 2 and 3 were cleaned 

areas. The laser tracks at Point 2 overlapped and the arrangement was proportioned well, which 

reflected the ideal laser cleaning state. Compared with Point 2, the coverage of the laser track at 

Point 3 reduced significantly, and the oxide layer on both sides of the molten pool track was thinner, 

which broke and peeled off easily. The broken oxide layer was accompanied by particles that 

measured only a few microns, i.e., they were significantly smaller than the residual particles from 

DLC. For both the WLC-2 and WLC-3 cases, shown in Figure 0-18 and 19, respectively, the number 

and size of particles in the cleaned area decreased significantly, and no incompletely cleaned 

particles were observed, similar to the WLC-1 case. Furthermore, the area of the oxide layer reduced 

compared with the DLC and WLC-1 cases, which was consistent with the macroscopic color 

difference observed on the cleaned surface. In the WLC-2 case, a larger salinity area was discovered 

in the corrosion zone, which might be caused by the soluble salts in the water. In the WLC-3 case, 

although no elemental chlorine was observed on the surface of the corroded area, corrosion products 

remained above the cleaned surface. The running water can wash away the soluble salts, but the 
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flushing water will introduce impurities from other corrosion areas, thereby resulting in re-corrosion 

to the surface. 

 

 

Figure 0-17 SEM–EDX micrographs of WLC-1. 

 

 

Figure 0-18 SEM–EDX micrographs of WLC-2. 

 

 

Figure 0-19 SEM–EDX micrographs of WLC-3. 
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Figure 0-20 shows the cross-sectional views of the DLC and WLC samples. After laser 

irradiation, an oxide layer of approximately 30 μm thick formed on the metal surface. Figure 0-20(a) 

and (b) show the uniform oxide layer on the surface of the DLC and WLC-2 samples; no corrosion 

products or salt residues were observed above and below the oxide layer, and the expected 

cleanliness level was achieved. To verify the effect of laser cleaning on the corrosion pit area, the 

conditions at the pitting area of each sample were observed, as shown in Figure 0-20 (c)–(g). Figure 

0-20(c)–(f) show that the pitting area was completely cleaned by the laser. An oxide layer was 

observed in the upper region of the pits, and below the oxide layer, no salt and corrosion residue 

was observed. However, for the WLC-2 case, as shown in Figure 0-20(e), salt accumulation was 

observed in the upper region of the oxide layer. This may be because impurities and salts remained 

in the water film and then adhered to the surface. In the WLC-3 sample, we discovered an area that 

was not cleaned by the laser, as shown in Figure 0-20(g), which resulted in residual corrosion 

products in the pitted area. Incomplete cleaning may be caused by flowing water, and engineers 

cannot assess the completeness of cleaning via visual inspection. No salt agglomeration was 

observed in the residual corrosion product, which may be due to the dissolution of some soluble 

salts in the high-temperature flowing water. Although the soak and rinse method in laser cleaning 

can yield clean surfaces, it presents some drawbacks in engineering applications.  
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Figure 0-20 OM and SEM–EDX images showing cross section of laser-cleaned sample. 

1.21.4 Observation of heat-affected layer after laser cleaning 

An etching test was performed to investigate the cross section after etching using 3% nital to 

reveal the processing range and heat effects during laser cleaning. An optical photograph of the 

etched section is shown in Figure 0-21. The laser-irradiated surface comprised two layers: an oxide 

layer and a heat-affected layer. Owing to the high power density of the CWL, a thin melt layer of 

steel appeared and formed a remelted zone (MZ) after cooling below the oxide layer. Below the MZ, 

the laser beam affected the substrate and modified a certain depth of the microstructure, which 
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resulted in the formation of a heat-affected zone (HAZ)[135]. After the etching test, the MZ and 

HAZ showed different colors and stratifications owing to changes in their microstructures. In Figure 

0-21, the surface of the oxide layer is denoted by white contour lines, the boundary of the MZ by 

yellow contour lines, and the bottom edge of the MZ and HAZ by red contour lines. No HAZ was 

observed under the MZ, which was due to the higher processing speed. In the case of DLC, owing 

to the direct thermal effects from the laser beam, the oxide layer was slightly thicker than that 

achieved via WLC, where the average thickness exceeded 50 μm. In the case of WLC, the oxide 

layer was thin, uniform, and measured approximately 30 μm thick. In all cases, the average depths 

of the MZ and HAZ were 40–50 μm and were slightly thicker in the repeated treatment area, 

reaching a maximum value of approximately 80 μm.  

 

 

Figure 0-21 Thickness of MZ and HAZ on laser-cleaned specimens: (a) DLC-1, (b) WLC-1, (c) 

WLC-2, and (d) WLC-3 specimens. 
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1.22 Mechanism analysis of surface cleaning 

Laser surface cleaning is a new and efficient method for cleaning severely corroded members. 

In this study, laser cleaning achieves same rust removal levels to abrasive blasting (Sa2.5 or Sa3), 

also achieves a good salt removal effect and avoids the residue of abrasives on the surface. The 

characteristics of garnet blasting and four types of laser cleaning are summarized in Table 0-5. 

Compared with abrasive blasting cleaning, laser cleaning offers a more efficient and stable 

cleaning efficiency for the same or similar visual cleanliness index. For cleaning severely corroded 

steel components, the cleaning efficiency of abrasive blasting is only approximately 5% of the 

theoretical efficiency, which may be much lower in actual engineering. Complete cleaning of 

severely corroded surfaces often requires more than three rounds of abrasive blasting operations to 

remove the rust in the corrosion pits[11]. In some cases, warm water washing was necessary between 

the blasting operation rounds. To achieve ideal cleaning results, relatively expensive abrasives such 

as fused alumina are sometimes necessary[136]. In contrast, the manual operation of the laser 

transmitter to clean the severely corroded steel surface can maintain a uniform treatment efficiency, 

and a clear laser irradiation trace profile can be observed on the cleaned surface, indicating complete 

removal of corrosion products. The cleaning efficiency was more than 50% higher than that of the 

abrasive blasting. Therefore, for corrosion cleaning under severe corrosion conditions, the 3 kW 

CWL transmitter realized in this study has higher efficiency, saving time and cost while achieving 

the same cleaning results. Even if no corrosion products are observed on the blasted surface, flash 

rust can be initiated within tens of minutes at room temperature. Studies have shown that after 24 h, 

regardless of the size of the pit, there will be significant rust on the bottom owing to residual 

abrasives and salts[14]. CWL-cleaned surfaces take longer to re-corrode compared with blasted 

surfaces. After the laser-treated samples were cooled, cut, and transported, re-corrosion occurred in 

only some areas, which cannot rule out external causes. This indicates that laser cleaning offers 

significant advantages in terms of rust and salt removal. The main difference between laser and 

abrasive blast cleaning is that the corrosion products are ablated rather than crushed and cut. Without 

the use of abrasives during laser cleaning, byproduct generation and abrasive residue problems were 

avoided. 
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Table 0-5 Characteristics of cleaned surface 

Case 

Efficiency 

(m2/h) Re-corroded area 

Surface roughness 

(μm) Color 

theory actual Ra Sa 

Garnet blast 15–30 0.72 

<5% 

13.6 15.3 Gray, matte 

DLC 

0.84 

1.20 11.8 12.3 
Black and blue, 

pearlescent 

WLC-1 1.07 17.3 19.5 
Blue, 

pearlescent 

WLC-2 1.23 8.03 8.11 Yellow, 

pearlescent WLC-3 0.95 ≈30% 14.3 15.3 

 

The difference between a CWL and a PL is that a high-power CWL has a continuous thermal 

density input, but the energy density is inferior to that of PL owing to the larger diameter of the laser 

point. The energy density of the 3 kW CWL used in this study is only 2,066 kW/cm2, which is not 

sufficient to excite ionization to form plasma during the cleaning process[69,72,124], and thus 

avoids the shielding effect of the plasma and thermal energy loss[60]. According to Zhuang[71]. 

The 3 kW CWL used in this study can instantaneously form a localized high temperature of 

approximately 1,500–2,000 °C on the surface, which is sufficient to melt and evaporate corrosion 

products and impurities instantly. Therefore, the main rust removal mechanism of CWL is the 

melting and evaporation of corrosion products caused by ablation. 

Excessive ablation should be avoided during laser cleaning. In PL studies, it is generally 

considered that excessive ablation of cleaned surfaces is characterized by remelting and the 

formation of oxide layers[20,62,74]. However, this is difficult to avoid in practical engineering 

because of the existence of corrosion pits, and the ablation degree at different depths of the surface 

is not completely consistent. Excessive ablation cannot be avoided to achieve the complete goal of 

rust removal. In this study, we defined the surface as completely cleaned when the obvious laser 

trace occurred on all surfaces. These traces were the molten pool traces formed by laser irradiation 

directly on the surface of the steel substrate after the rust layer was completely removed[137]. In 

fact, because the CWL used in this research has a high movement speed, the molten pool is shallow 

and does not cause excessive heat impact on the steel substrate, resulting in a thin MZ and HAZ[28] 
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of only tens of micrometers. This is acceptable for use in steel structures. Research by Zhuang shows 

that the microhardness of the surface after the 3 kW CWL irradiation increased no more than 50 HV, 

which only appeared in the thin MZ and HAZ, which allows the laser-cleaned surface to have a 

certain wear resistance and corrosion resistance[29]. Because of the surface tension of the melton 

metal, the laser-cleaned surface profile was relatively smooth. Studies have shown that a flat surface 

can achieve high corrosion resistance and hydrophobicity[63,64], as was similarly demonstrated via 

electrochemical experiments by Zhuang[30]. Laser-cleaned surfaces have low surface activity, and 

hence a low re-corrosion rate. This also explains why the re-corrosion turning time of laser-cleaned 

surfaces is longer, reaching approximately one week. 

In the laser cleaning process, the temperature of the steel component needs to be considered, 

because the material properties begin to decline when the temperature of the steel reaches 

200 ℃[138,139]. Water was supplied to cool the cleaned surfaces and structures. The partial laser 

cleaning process lasted only a few minutes and then cooled in air or water. This process is similar 

to the tempering of steel, so the laser-cleaned surfaces appear in different colors owing to the dense 

oxide layer formed during the cooling process. The thickness and composition of the oxide layer 

and the luster colors were different. For low carbon steel, tempering color and temperature can be 

one-to-one matched by tempering steel color chart, oxide film gloss from yellow, light blue to gray 

corresponding to 200, 300, and 400 °C, respectively. The laser-cleaning water supply can absorb 

and remove part of the heat energy faster to reduce the temperature of the component. The surface 

colors of DLC, WLC-1, WLC-2, and WLC-3 are blue, black, light blue, and yellow, respectively, 

indicating that the water supply can reduce the component temperature to a certain extent and 

provide a safer range for laser cleaning. 

In the case of the WLC, the laser passed through the water film or layer before irradiating the 

metal surface, causing a slight loss in energy[22]. Most of the energy is absorbed by the target 

surface, and the local high temperature causes the water film to heat significantly, resulting in the 

eruption of water vapor, which removes the impurity particles on the surface and improves the 

micro-cleanliness. The drench method (WLC-1) can be considered as a semi-dry method. The thin 

water film and water in the corrosion products evaporate instantly and completely during cleaning, 

and the surface is dry after cleaning. Explosive vaporization of water occurred at the interface 
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between the water film and corrosion products, which facilitated the removal of contaminant 

particles and provided an excellent cleaning effect. Contaminants on the surface of the WLC-1 

sample were significantly reduced, as confirmed by Kim and Tian[63,66]. Unlike the drench method, 

the surface cleaned by the soak (WLC-2) and rinse (WLC-3) methods remained wet after laser 

irradiation. In the cases of WLC-2 and WLC-3, the laser energy was not completely input to the 

target surface, but part of the energy was dissipated in the water film. In this study, because the 

water film measured as only tens of millimeters thick, a loss of laser energy of no more than 10% 

will not change the cleaning effect. The CWL mechanisms of WLC-2 and WLC-3 are completely 

different from those of WLC in PL. It is difficult for a CWL to form underwater cavitation 

bubbles[69], as shown in Figure 0-22(a). Owing to the rapid sweep of the CWL, water vapor ejects 

from the irradiated area and blows around the water film. The WLC of the CWL is not even under 

the water film, as can be observed in Figure 0-3(c). Therefore, in the WLC of the CWL, the eruption 

of water vapor plays a major role in microscopic cleaning. In addition, the rapidly blown water film 

can also provide water washing, cooling, and dissolution of soluble salts on the surrounding surface, 

as depicted in Figure 0-22(b). In both WLC-2 and WLC-3, the water layer was able to repeatedly 

wet and cool the irradiated area; therefore, the surface was theoretically cleaner than WLC-1 during 

repeated cleaning. However, in the actual operation, we found that the dissolved impurities in the 

water film of WLC-2 and foreign pollutants in the water flow of WLC-3 would cause secondary 

pollution to the surface, which is also the reason why the discovered salts accumulated on the top 

of the oxide film, as shown in Figure 0-20 (e). In addition, water flow and the large amount of water 

vapor formed during CWL irradiation affected the observation of the operator, particularly WLC-3, 

resulting in a decrease in irradiation efficiency and the appearance of imperfect irradiation, as shown 

in Figure 0-20(g). 
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Figure 0-22 Mechanism of laser surface cleaning with water supply. 

 

Although laser cleaning in water is advantageous in terms of its mechanism, it exhibits many 

limitations in engineering. For example, in the corrosion cleaning of steel bridges, the soak method 

cannot be used for the most severely corroded lower flange or bottom plate. Although the rinse 

method can be used for all steel members, it is difficult to drain water and prevent contaminants 

from entering a clean surface. Hence, the drench method is recommended for cleaning the laser 

surface. This method can be used in oceanic climates with high relative humidity or cleanliness 

during the rainy season or in a long-term dew condensation environment. The re-corrosion of the 

laser-cleaned surface is much longer than that cleaned via abrasive blasting, and the surface state 

can be maintained at the same level as that of Sa2.5 for more than a few days. The surface after laser 

cleaning exhibits high corrosion resistance, which facilitates the planning of the corrosion-cleaning 

cycle. 

1.23 Summary 

In this study, an environmentally effective 3 kW CWL transmitter was innovatively used to 

directly remove corrosion products from steel surfaces of real structures. The morphologies and 

microstructures of laser-cleaned surfaces under different treatment conditions were examined and 

analyzed. The main results are as follows, which can contribute to steel structure rust removal and 

anti-corrosion maintenance. 

In this study, CWL was used for rust removal and corrosion maintenance. Corrosion products 

and salt in the pits of severely corroded steel components were successfully removed, and the 

cleaning effect reached the same Sa2.5 or Sa3 level as abrasive blasting. 
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In the case of cleaning severely corroded steel components, the efficiency of 3 kW CWL 

treatment is more than 50% higher than that of garnet blasting, which can reach 1.2 m2/h through 

manual operation. 

The 3 kW CWL laser transmitter can effectively ablate, melt, and evaporate corrosion products 

and impurities, form a molten pool track on the steel substrate, and achieve rust and salt removal. 

The water supply can reduce the laser thermal effect on the steel surface, and the generation of 

steam and water flow can help clean the surface impurity particles. 

The WLC drench method has the best cleaning effect and can be promoted and applied in actual 

cleaning engineering. The soak-and-rinse method may not be suitable for use because of restrictions 

on the construction site. 
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CWL SURFACE CLEANING OF HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS: 

ANALYSIS OF BOLT AXIAL FORCE LOSS 

1.24 Introduction 

Owing to the hexagonal shape of bolt heads and nuts, the coating on the corner parts is 

frequently thinner than that on the other parts[75]. Coating failure and corrosion problems are 

evident in these parts. In addition, the structure of bolt joints is frequently complicated, where 

deposited rainwater and pollutants also aggravate the deterioration [105]. Studies have shown that 

corrosion damage to the bolt head and nut directly affects the axial force of the bolt [76–79], which 

is unacceptable, particularly for friction-type high-strength bolted components.  

The reduction in the bolt axial force is the main cause of bolt looseness and joint failure; 

therefore, research based on bolt looseness detection has become an important topic in related 

research. Measurement methods based on impedance, vibration, and ultrasonic, among others, have 

been widely proposed[84,140–142], which can quickly and accurately detect the bolt axial force. 

Cleaning and maintenance will be an economical option for high-strength bolts that have coating 

failure and corrosion but still have sufficient axial force. The friction surface of the clamped bolt 

will not be corroded[143]; therefore, cleaning and coating the outer surface of the bolt will 

effectively prevent the failure of the bolt due to corrosion and extend the service life. 

Currently, the primary methods for bolt coating and maintenance include power tools, paint 

strippers, and thermal stripping[80]. Often, they cannot achieve very good cleaning results, 

particularly because the rust removal effect cannot fully satisfy the standard of repainting[43]. 

Commonly used surface treatment technologies for large areas, such as abrasive blasting, are limited 

by the narrow space; therefore, it is difficult to use them for bolts in maintenance. Laser treatment 

as an alternative method can be applied to corrosion cleaning of local and narrow spaces, which 

provides new options for bolt maintenance. In addition, the laser excitation vibration measurement 

of the bolt axial force has been a hot topic in recent years[83,85,144]. The use of a laser to confirm 

the bolt axial force will help determine if a bolt is loose and needs to be cleaned. Applying laser 
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technology to bolt detection, cleaning, and maintenance is a major direction for future development. 

The purpose of this study was to discuss the possibility of using a 3-kW rotary-type continuous-

wave laser (CWL) to clean and maintain an M22 high-strength bolt. The 3-kW CWL can 

continuously and stably output the energy density of 2070 kW/cm2[145], which is sufficient to 

realize the high temperature of approximately 2000℃ instantly of the irradiated spot area[71], and 

ablative heavy anticorrosive coating and thick rust layer to achieve the optimal cleaning effect[146]. 

Considering the possible influence of temperature and vibration on the strength and stiffness of the 

bolt joints [147–149] caused by CWL irradiation, the corresponding relationship between the bolt 

axial force, different irradiation durations, and multiple rounds of irradiation was discussed. 

Through axial strain and temperature monitoring and FE model temperature field analysis, the 

appropriate 3-kW CWL irradiation maximum duration was determined, and the bolt axial force loss 

could be guaranteed within an acceptable range. The results of this study can provide a reference 

for 3-kW CWL cleaning and the maintenance of M22 high-strength bolts. 

1.25 Preparation of high force bolt specimens 

1.25.1 Specimen design 

To obtain the change in the axial force of the bolts and examine the relationship between the 

axial force loss and laser irradiation duration, fabricated bolts with an embedded 1G3W type strain 

gauge (impedance of 120 Ω, length of 2 mm and heatproof temperature of 200℃) and a T type 

thermocouple, as Figure 0-1(a) shows. To avoid the influence of the buried thermocouple on the 

accuracy of the strain gauge, the thermocouple is buried on the side far away from the irradiation, 

and the distance between the thermocouple and the strain gauge is 30 mm. The bolts used for the 

test were friction-type high-strength F10T M22 bolts specified in Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) 

with a diameter of 22 mm and a tensile strength of 1000 N/mm2. A friction connection specimen 

consisting of a three-layer steel plate was selected as Figure 0-1(b) shows. Six friction connection 

specimens were fabricated, and 12 bolts were used for laser irradiation. For convenience, the details 

of the specimens and irradiation durations are listed in Table 0-1. Two different irradiation 

conditions were considered in the test. Continuous irradiation means that each bolt was only 
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irradiated one round until the cleaning process was complete. The durations of continuous 

irradiation were 15, 30, 45, and 60 s. Multiple rounds of irradiation consider the tolerance of bolts 

to high temperatures. The irradiation duration for each round is short. Additional irradiation rounds 

were performed after the bolts were cooled to the ambient temperature. In this study, multiple rounds 

of irradiation were divided into two conditions: the first was four rounds of 15 s irradiation; the 

second was two rounds of irradiation, with the first round of irradiation for 15 s, and the second 

round of irradiation for 15, 30, and 45 s, respectively. The maximum total irradiation duration under 

the two conditions was 1 min. 

 

Figure 0-1 (a) High-strength bolt with strain gage and (b) dimensions of the friction connection 

specimen (unit: mm) 

 

Table 0-1 Laser treatment specimens’ irradiation duration 

Specimen No. Irradiation conditions Irradiation duration (s) 

S1 
B1 

Multiple irradiation 15+15+15+15 
B7 

S2 
B2 

Multiple irradiation 15+30 
B8 

S3 
B3 

Multiple irradiation 15+45 
B9 

S4 
B4 

Continuous irradiation 30 
B10 

S5 
B5 

Continuous irradiation 45 
B11 

S6 
B6 

Continuous irradiation 60 
B12 
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1.25.2 Specimen assembly 

The steel plates of the specimens were subjected to steel slag blasting before assembly. All 

bolts were wiped with xylene to clean oil before assembly to avoid the loss of axial force caused by 

friction [150,151]. The specimens were assembled at a room temperature of 25℃, and all bolts were 

tightened with an electric torque wrench. Because the bolts with strain gauges were subjected to an 

axial force–strain test during fabrication, the axial force value of each bolt could be obtained directly 

through the strain value from the datalogger when tightening. The design axial force of the M22 

bolt used in the experiment was 205 kN, and the standard axial force applied during the actual 

tightening was approximately 110% of the axial design force, reaching 226 kN. The tightening 

process was divided into two parts: tightening to approximately 70% of the designed axial force and 

tightening to the standard axial force of 226 kN. 

1.25.3 Laser Surface Treatment 

Laser treatment was performed three weeks after the specimens were assembled to avoid errors 

caused by the initial loss of the bolt axial force [152]. The CWL used for cleaning was refracted 

through a high-speed rotating prism, forming a spinning laser ring[30], as shown in Figure 0-2. The 

focusing distance between the prism and target surface was controlled at 200 mm, and the diameter 

of the laser ring was 26 mm. The power density of the laser spot reaches 2,070 kW/cm2, which is 

sufficient to melt and evaporate the coating and rust layer instantly and achieve a cleaning effect. 

The laser processing parameters are listed in Table 0-2. 

A rotatable platform was used to implement uniform laser irradiation of the nut. The bolts were 

rotated at a speed of 12 rpm during irradiation and the laser transmitter was set at a fixed angle of 

45° to ensure that the same conditions irradiated on the nut, as shown in Figure 0-3(a). The 

irradiation speed and angle settings were kept as close to manual or mechanical cleaning engineering 

as possible [153]. Under this setting, the upper and side surfaces of the nut and washer are 

completely irradiated, as shown in Figure 0-3(b). The video showing the bolt-cleaning process is 

included in the supplementary data. During the entire irradiation process, the bolt axial force (strain 

of the gauge) and the temperature change of the bolt were recorded using a data logger (TDS-530, 
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Tokyo Measuring Instruments Lab, Japan). 

 

Table 0-2 CWL parameters 

Parameter Value Unit 

Output power 3 kW 

Spot diameter 430 μm 

Motor speed 5,000 rpm 

Irradiation ring diameter 26 mm 

Spot moving speed 681 cm/s 

Input power density 2,070 kW/cm2 

 

 

Figure 0-2 Schematic diagram of rotating CWL transmitter 

 

 

Figure 0-3 Laser transmitter and rotating platform of (a) setting of laser treatment device and 

(b) diagram of laser cleaning on nut side  
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1.25.4 Finite-element temperature simulation 

A solid model of the friction connection specimen was constructed using the finite element (FE) 

code MSC Marc/Mentat 2020. The steel plate size was set to 190 mm long, 90 mm wide, and 46 

mm thick, similar to the specimens used in the experiment. The specimen was discretized to an 8-

node solid element. The steel plate was meshed to a size of 5 mm × 5 mm. Both sides of the steel 

plate were constrained directly. To improve the efficiency, dense meshes were present around the 

heated region. To facilitate the loading of the load step, the bolts, nuts, and washers were meshed 

into 24 pieces around the central axis. The mesh size was approximately 1 mm × 1 mm. The 

outermost element layer of the bolt is simply defined as threads. Steel plates, washers, bolts, threads, 

and nut components are shown in different colors in Figure 0-4, and their contact relationships are 

defined as direct contact. Heat flux was applied to the nut, washer, and steel plate to simulate the 

laser-beam irradiation process [70]. Owing to the fast movement of the laser spot, the heat energy 

input was simplified as laser ring loading, as shown in Figure 0-4. The laser thermal energy is 

vertically input as a stream of heat flux of 6.5×1010 W/m2 to the element surface [154,155]. The 

action position changes continuously with time. As the load step continued, the heat load moved 

around the nut, and the duration of each load step was 0.2 s. The specimen cooled in the air after 

laser irradiation, and the ambient temperature was set at 18℃ consistent with the test site. Because 

all parts of the specimen were fabricated from carbon steel, the elastic modulus E, thermal expansion 

coefficient α, specific heat C, thermal conductivity λ, and thermal convection heat transfer 

coefficient h were set to be the same; their changes with temperature are listed in Table 0-3. 

 

Table 0-3 Materials properties of FE model 

Temperature 

(℃) 

E 

(GPa) 

α 

(10-6/℃) 

C 

(kJ/(kg·℃)) 

λ 

(W/(m·℃)) 

h 

(W/(m2·℃)) 

25 206 14.6 0.462 45 25 

300 193 11.3 0.560 41 500 

500 170 11.8 0.652 38 3,400 

800 86 17.8 1.297 32 11,000 

1,000 34 19.6 0.604 30 18,000 

1,300 30 19.6 0.604 30 33,000 

1,500 30 19.6 0.604 30 45,000 
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Figure 0-4 FE model of friction-type bolt components 

1.26 Analysis and mechanism of axial force change during CWL cleaning 

Research has shown that the axial force of high-strength bolts significantly decreases once 

corrosion occurs [75,77,143,156]. This study simulated the process of cleaning the coating and rust 

of bolts using a 3-kW CWL . The bolts to be cleaned should at least maintain sufficient axial force 

and be in working condition, with the remaining axial force value close to the standard value. 

Therefore, the bolts with an initial loss were selected for this study. It should be noted that bolts that 

are severely corroded or loose are not considered for cleaning in this study because they are outside 

the working conditions and need to be replaced. In addition, this study has certain applicability 

limitations; for narrow and corner bolt joints, the rotary cleaning method is not applicable. 

The axial force of the bolt was obtained by measuring the strain value of the gauge embedded 

in the bolt. Table 0-4 shows the initial strain ε0 and corresponding axial force F0 of the 12 bolts 

before the laser treatment, and the ratio of the axial force to the standard axial force F%. The axial 

force of each bolt cannot be exactly the same after the initial loss of stress. Here defines the ratio of 

the real-time axial force Ft to the initial axial force F0 as the axial force change ratio Ft/F0 used for 

the analysis and equation fitting. The difference between Ft and F0 is defined as the axial force 

change ΔF, which is used to monitor the actual axial force change and avoid excessive loss. 

Table 0-4 Initial strain and axial force of measured bolts 
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Bolt ε0 F0 (kN) F% 

B1 5,260 210 102 

B2 3,970 215 105 

B3 4,510 214 104 

B4 6,400 226 110 

B5 5,880 221 107 

B6 4,910 212 103 

B7 3,760 223 108 

B8 4,360 218 106 

B9 5,820 216 105 

B10 5,070 228 111 

B11 4,820 217 105 

B12 5,930 220 107 

 

Table 0-5 Changes in axial force after continuous irradiation 

Bol

t 

Irradiatio

n 

duration 

(s) 

F0 

(kN

) 

Fmax 

(kN

) 

Fmax/F

0 

ΔFma

x 

(kN) 

Fmin 

(kN

) 

Fmin/F

0 

ΔFmi

n 

(kN) 

Fs 

(kN

) 

Fs/F

0 

ΔFs 

(kN

) 

B1 15 210 220 1.04 10 201 0.96 -9 204 0.97 -6 

B2 15 215 223 1.03 8 205 0.95 -10 207 0.96 -8 

B3 15 214 222 1.04 8 206 0.96 -8 208 0.97 -6 

B4 30 226 235 1.04 9 203 0.90 -23 210 0.93 -16 

B5 45 221 228 1.03 7 192 0.87 -29 203 0.92 -18 

B6 60 212 220 1.04 8 176 0.83 -36 187 0.88 -25 

B7 15 223 232 1.04 9 210 0.94 -13 213 0.96 -10 

B8 15 218 226 1.04 8 210 0.96 -8 213 0.98 -5 

B9 15 216 225 1.04 9 206 0.95 -10 212 0.98 -4 

B10 30 218 227 1.04 9 188 0.86 -30 201 0.92 -17 

B11 45 217 226 1.04 9 180 0.83 -37 199 0.92 -18 

B12 60 220 229 1.04 9 184 0.83 -36 197 0.89 -23 

1.26.1 Axial force loss related to continuous irradiation of laser 

To evaluate the loss of the axial force of high-strength bolts using laser irradiation, we 

compared the bolt stress changes at different irradiation durations. Figure 0-5 shows the time-

dependent changes in the bolt axial force before and after the laser surface treatment. The change in 

the bolt axial force can be divided into three stages for irradiated bolts. The axial force rapidly 

increased to the maximum value Fmax in the first 15 s of irradiation, and the axial force increased by 
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no more than 10 kN, less than 5% of F0. For irradiation over 15 s, Fmax did not increase with 

increasing irradiation time. After the irradiation was stopped, the axial force decreased steeply to 

the minimum value Fmin within 60 s, and Fmin decreased with increasing irradiation time. As the 

specimen continued to cool, the axial force gradually recovered and stabilized to Fs within minutes 

after irradiation. As shown in Figure 0-5, the axial force of the bolt exhibited different degrees of 

loss after laser irradiation, affected by the irradiation time. The axial forces of the adjacent non-

irradiated bolts were also recorded simultaneously. Observed that the axial force of the adjacent 

bolts varied by no more than 1% during irradiation, and almost no loss of axial force occurred after 

cooling. It can be considered that when an M22 bolt is irradiated by a 3-kW CWL with a 26-mm-

diameter laser ring, there is no effect on the adjacent bolts. After the specimens were cooled 

sufficiently, the adjacent bolts were irradiated in the same manner. The Fmax, Fmin, Fs, and ΔF values, 

and ratios Ft/F0 of each bolt during irradiation are listed in Table 0-5. In the test, six bolts were 

irradiated for 15 s was carried out from specimens S1, S2 and S3. Continuous irradiation for 30, 

45, and 60 s was carried out in two bolts respectively from specimens S4, S5 and S6. The 

obtained results were consistent, and the trend of the time-dependent curves was the same, proving 

that the test had good repeatability. 

For frictional-bolted components, an excessive loss of axial force can cause joint failure. 

Therefore, this study aimed to maintain the loss of axial force within 20 kN, no more than 10% to 

F0, to ensure that each bolt maintained normal operating conditions after the laser treatment. The 

axial force deviation is typically approximately 30% for bolt tightening with a calibrated torque 

wrench[140]. Therefore, it is reasonable and biased toward engineering safety to control the bolt 

axial force loss at 10%. The experimental results in Table 0-5 show that when the continuous 

irradiation duration exceeded 30 s, the decrease in Fmin reached approximately 30 kN, but this state 

only lasted for tens of seconds; thus, it can be considered within the allowable range. However, 

when the irradiation time exceeded 60 s, the axial force loss of the bolt was over 10% of F0, which 

cannot guarantee the normal use of the bolt. However, in some scenarios, laser irradiation for more 

than 60 s is required, such as for cleaning severe localized corrosion or removing thick coatings. 

Therefore, a method of multiple short-time irradiations is proposed to solve the excessive axial force 

loss caused by continuous long-term irradiation. 
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Figure 0-5 Time-dependent change in bolt axial force during laser processing of (a)15 s for 

specimen S1, (b) 15 s for specimen S2, (c) 15 s for specimen S3, (d) 30 s for specimen S4, (e) 45 s 

for specimen S5, and (f) 1 min for specimen S6 

1.26.2 Axial force loss related to multiple rounds irradiation of laser 

Bolt B1 was irradiated four times with laser irradiation for 15 s, and each irradiation was 

performed after the bolt was cooled for 30 min. Figure 0-6 shows the splicing of the axial force 

change–time curve for 10 min before and after each round of irradiation. Although the axial force 

of the bolt decreased, Fmax still reached approximately 1.04 times the value of F0 in the subsequent 
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irradiation. With an increase in irradiation time, the Fs of the bolts decreased, and Fmin also gradually 

decreased with the addition of irradiation rounds. The decreasing range gradually reduced, 

particularly in the third and fourth rounds of irradiation, and Fmin and Fs remained almost unchanged. 

As shown in Table 0-6 and Figure 0-6, in the first 15 s of laser irradiation, the axial force of the bolt 

decreased by 9 kN, which was 3.12% of F0. However, in the second and third 15 s of irradiation, 

the axial force decreased by only approximately 3 kN, which was 1.26 and 1.43% of F0, respectively. 

In the fourth 15 s of irradiation, the axial force did not change much, and the axial force decreased 

within 1 kN; the decline was only 0.54%. After four 15-s laser irradiations, the total axial force loss 

was 6.35% of F0, and the axial force loss could be controlled within 15 kN, which was far less than 

the 60-s continuous irradiation. In addition, during irradiation, Fmin was maintained within 20 kN, 

which is less than 10% of F0. It can be considered that the bolts were guaranteed to be in safe 

operating conditions during the entire process of laser surface treatment. 

 

Table 0-6 Changes in axial force after multiple rounds of irradiation 

Irradiation 

duration 

(s) 

F0 

(kN) 

Fmax 

(kN) 
Fmax/F0 

ΔFmax 

(kN) 

Fmin 

(kN) 

Fmin/F

0 

ΔFmin 

(kN) 

Fs 

(kN) 

Fs/F

0 

ΔFs 

(kN) 

15 15 

210 

220 1.04 10 201 0.96 -9 204 0.97 -6 

15×

2 
30 219 1.04 9 198 0.94 -12 201 0.96 -9 

15×

3 
45 219 1.04 9 194 0.92 -16 198 0.94 -12 

15×

4 
60 216 1.03 6 193 0.92 -17 197 0.94 -13 

 

 

Figure 0-6 Time-dependent change in the axial force during four rounds of 15 s irradiation  
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During the first irradiation, the axial force of the bolts decreased the most significantly, and the 

axial force loss for each subsequent irradiation decreased gradually. Therefore, two rounds of 

irradiation are proposed to reduce the maintenance period. Specimens S1, S2, and S3 were subjected 

to laser irradiation for 15, 30, and 45 s after cooling. As shown in Figure 0-7 and Table 0-7, axial 

force change and loss were smaller after the second round of irradiation compared with continuous 

irradiation of the same total irradiation duration. For two rounds of irradiation, the axial force loss 

after a total of 60 s of irradiation can be controlled within 20 kN. It can be found in Figure 0-7, in 

the second round of irradiation, the axial forces of bolts B3 and B9 decreased less than those of bolts 

B2 and B8, although the total irradiation duration was shorter. The reason for this phenomenon may 

be that during the first round of irradiation, the molten pool formed on the irradiated surface was 

poured into the gap between the thread and nut, so that the nut was locked to the screw thread, thus 

limiting the slip of the nut. In particular, bolt B9 exhibited almost no loss of axial force after the 

second round of irradiation. The locking of the nut caused by the molten pool is beneficial in 

preventing loosening of the bolt, and the CWL-treated bolt is less prone to loosening. 

1.26.3 Evaluation of the axial force loss ratio as a result of the laser irradiation 

For a full cleaning of high-strength bolts, the number of laser irradiation rounds required differs 

depending on the degree of corrosion and type of coating used for maintenance of the nut. Therefore, 

in this study, the total time of laser irradiation corresponded to different processing conditions, and 

the relationship with the axial force loss rate was analyzed. Figure 0-8 shows the axial force change–

total irradiation time curves of different irradiation sequences, which confirms that the bolt axial 

force was affected by the total irradiation time and process: the longer the total irradiation time, the 

more the axial force was lost. Multiple rounds of processes can reduce the axial force loss. 
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Table 0-7 Changes in axial force after two rounds of irradiation 

Bolt 
Irradiation 

duration (s) 

F0 

(kN) 

Fmax 

(kN) 
Fmax/F0 

ΔFmax 

(kN) 

Fmin 

(kN) 
Fmin/F0 

ΔFmin 

(kN) 

Fs 

(kN) 
Fs/F0 

ΔFs 

(kN) 

B1 

15+15 30 

210 219 1.04 9 198 0.94 -12 201 0.96 -9 

B7 223 224 1.01 1 209 0.94 -14 212 0.95 -11 

B2 

15+30 45 

215 223 1.04 8 185 0.86 -30 194 0.90 -21 

B8 218 227 1.04 9 195 0.89 -23 202 0.93 -16 

B3 

15+45 60 

214 223 1.04 9 187 0.87 -27 195 0.91 -19 

B9 216 223 1.03 7 195 0.90 -21 208 0.96 -8 

 

 

Figure 0-7 Time dependence of axial force during two rounds of irradiation 
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Figure 0-8(a) shows the relationship between continuous irradiation and the change in axial 

force. During the laser irradiation, the bolt axial force increased rapidly and reached the maximum 

value Fmax. Fmax was not affected by irradiation duration, and the increase was approximately 4%. 

This value did not change even under other irradiation conditions. The total irradiation duration 

affected the axial force’s minimum Fmin and the stable value Fs. The regression curve of Fs and Fmin 

ratio change can be fitted to logarithmic formulas (1) and (2) and the coefficients of determination 

R2 reached 0.936 and 0.952, respectively, with a good fit. 

𝐹𝑠 = (−0.056 ln(𝑡) + 1.120) · 𝐹0 (1.) 

𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (−0.092 ln(𝑡) + 1.202) · 𝐹0 (2.) 

Figure 0-8(b) shows the changing relationship of the axial force during multiple rounds of 

irradiation, and the total irradiation duration was completed by increasing the same 15 s irradiation 

rounds. Similarly, the change in the axial force can also be described by logarithmic formulas (3) 

and (4), with R2 values of 0.980 and 0.948, respectively. 

𝐹𝑠 = (−0.024 ln(𝑡) + 1.034) · 𝐹0 (3.) 

𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (−0.029 ln(𝑡) + 1.037) · 𝐹0 (4.) 

Because the loss of axial force is most noticeable in the first round of irradiation, and multiple 

rounds of irradiation can reduce the loss of axial force, a two-round irradiation method of short-time 

irradiation followed by long-time irradiation was attempted. Figure 0-8(c) shows the changing 

relationship of the axial force during the two rounds of irradiation. Logarithmic equations (5) and 

(6) can still be used to describe the changing relationship of the axial force, with R2 of 0.820 and 

0.858. As mentioned in section 3.2, locking of the nut and thread during multiple rounds of 

irradiation is a possible cause for the deviation. 

 

𝐹𝑠 = (−0.045 ln(𝑡) + 1.093) · 𝐹0 (5.) 

𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (−0.049 ln(𝑡) + 1.089) · 𝐹0 (6.) 

Generally, an increase in the total laser irradiation time directly affects the lower limit of the 

bolt axial force variation range Fmin and the remaining axial force Fs. The excessive reduction in the 

axial force can be reduced using multiple rounds of irradiation. The logarithmic axial force variation 

formula has a very good fit and can be used to plan the laser cleaning process of the bolt surface. 
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Figure 0-8 Relationship between the axial force and irradiation duration of (a) continuous 

irradiation, (b) four rounds of 15 s irradiation, and (c) two-round irradiation with 15 s 

irradiation followed by additional irradiation for 15, 30, and 45 s 
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1.26.4 Evaluation of the temperature change during laser irradiation 

The change in the axial force of the bolt during laser irradiation is affected by the temperature. 

The cleaning mechanism of CWL relies on a high-energy-density laser spot that continuously burns 

and evaporates the coating and rust layer, and can leave obvious burning traces on the target surface, 

as shown in Figure 0-9 [44]. Although the rapid sweep of the laser spot does not cause excessive 

thermal effects on the target surface, continuous irradiation can still cause the bolt temperature to 

rise to several hundred degrees Celsius within a short time. High temperatures, particularly at the 

thread, lead to bolt failure. Therefore, an FE model was used to analyze the bolt temperature field. 

A thermocouple was used to verify the accuracy of the model, and was embedded 20 mm closer to 

the bolt head to avoid high-temperature damage. A three-dimensional solid model was established 

to analyze the temperature change during the bolt laser treatment process. As shown in Figure 

0-10(a), after 15, 30, 45, and 60 s of laser irradiation, the temperature data of the embedded 

thermocouple were compared with the simulation results, indicating a very good match. 

Figure 0-10(b) shows the distribution of bolt temperature under different laser irradiation 

duration. It focuses on the temperature distribution in the nut tightening area, including both column 

and thread parts. It can be seen that at the location where the strain gauge was buried, the temperature 

did not exceed the heatproof temperature of 200℃ during the test; therefore, the strain data obtained 

in the experiment are real and reliable. In the first 15 s of laser irradiation, the temperature of the 

thread area quickly reached 100-150℃. In this condition, the material properties of the bolt have 

not been affected by temperature. A 15 s irradiation duration as first or multiple cleaning methods 

will leave the bolt undamaged. When the continuous irradiation reaches 30 s, the highest 

temperature at the thread will reach 300℃. When the temperature of the steel material exceeds this 

value, it is generally believed that the material properties will decline. When the continuous 

irradiation reaches 45 s, 1/3 of the bolt area away from the washer will reach a high temperature of 

more than 300℃, and the first few meshing threads on the nut-loaded surface will have the greatest 

contact pressure in the safe range. Therefore, continuous irradiation of 3 kW CWL cleaning for more 

than 45 s is not recommended in order to avoid thread damage and even peel off due to high 

temperature. 
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The high-temperature effects caused by laser cleaning are local and transient, which is very 

different from the effects of fire on structures. The temperature field generated by CWL on the target 

surface has an obvious temperature gradient phenomenon, Zhuang’s study reveals that the laser 

irradiated surface temperature reaches above 2000℃, but at tens of micrometers the temperature 

quickly decays to hundreds of degrees Celsius [71]. This is because of the high moving speed of the 

laser spot and short treatment duration of laser cleaning. As a result, only the irradiated surface was 

affected by high temperature; whereas, the studs and clamped steel plates were almost unaffected. 

For high-strength bolts commonly used in bridges, the 26-mm laser ring covers the target surface 

exactly; thus, the temperature effect on adjacent bolts can be avoided. As the CWL treatment was 

conducted by rotating around the bolt, the temperature distribution on the surface perpendicular to 

the bolt column was uniform and the bolt axial force loss due to eccentric deformation of the nut 

did not occur. 

 

 

Figure 0-9 Surface after laser irradiation of (a, b) top and side surface of nut and (c)top 

surface of washer 
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Figure 0-10 Temperature distribution during laser irradiation at (a) the position of the 

thermocouple and (b) center axial and column surface of the bolt 

 

1.26.5 Mechanism of the axial force change during laser irradiation 

During the laser irradiation, the temperature of the nut and washer increased steeply with rapid 

expansion. The axial force of the bolt reached Fmax approximately 15 s after the beginning of 

irradiation, and the bolts were clamped until irradiation was completed. Because of the size of the 

nut and washer, the expansion range was limited so that Fmax did not exceed 5% of F0 regardless of 

the irradiation conditions. The first few meshing threads on the nut-loaded surface were the areas 

with the highest contact pressure[157]. With periodic circular irradiation, the washers and nuts 

repeatedly expand and contract locally, accompanied by vibration and repeated friction of the 

meshing part. This causes the meshing threads to be subjected to greater contract force circulation, 

as shown in Figure 0-11 , as the bolt axial force fluctuates during irradiation. Friction damage and 

local plastic deformation occurred in the threaded part during irradiation. The vibration and high 

temperature caused by the laser reduce the stiffness of the bolt joints, making it possible for the bolt 

to lose its axial force[148]. However, it is worth noting that the nut and washer were in a clamped 

and constrained state, and the vibration effect was significantly limited. In addition, it can be seen 

from Figure 0-11 that the amplitude and frequency of vibration are small, that is far less than the 

vibration response of the vehicle load to the bridge. Therefore, the influence of such a short vibration 

time on axial force loss can be neglected[158]. After laser irradiation, the temperature inside the bolt 
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was transferred in the direction of the bolt head. Because the laser ring was set to cover only the 

size of the bolt and washer, and because the clamped steel plate is larger, there will be a significant 

thermal difference in the local area between the bolt and the clamped steel plate. The expansion and 

elongation of the bolt causes relaxation of the bolt joint and natural slip of the nut, which will last 

approximately one minute. The axial force of the bolt was restored by the gradual cooling of the 

bolt and steel plate. The main causes of axial force loss are the local plastic deformation of the thread 

during clamping and the slip of the nut during relaxation. 

The temperature field distribution of the bolt is the same when the bolts are irradiated for the 

same duration in different rounds; therefore, the natural slip of the nut during relaxation is no longer 

significant. Friction damage and plastic deformation between threads were the main causes of axial 

force loss during multiple rounds of laser irradiation. With an increase in the number of irradiation 

rounds, the friction damage and plastic deformation overlay, leading to an increase in the contact 

friction coefficient and a decrease in the loosening rate[159,160]. This explains the gradual decrease 

in the axial force loss. 

After the specimens were cooled, all the bolts were removed using an electric wrench. It was 

found that the molten pool formed by surface remelting during laser irradiation locked the nut and 

screw together; therefore, it was very difficult to reverse screw the nut with the same torque as when 

tightening. This also explains the phenomenon depicted in Figure 0-7 in which the axial force 

change of bolts B3 and B9 during the second round was smaller than that of bolts B2 and B3 with 

less irradiation duration. In particular, it can be seen from bolt B9 that there was almost no loss of 

axial force after the second round of irradiation compared with the first round of irradiation. If the 

lock between the nut and screw is not remelted during the second round of irradiation, the friction 

and plastic deformation at the thread and the natural slip of the nut are greatly limited. The locking 

effect of remelting after laser irradiation helps the cleaned bolt maintain the axial force, even in the 

case of long-term vibration of the structure. The remelted thread also ensures that the nut will not 

easily fall off because of axial force drop and vibration. 
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Figure 0-11 Schematic representation of the three stages of a bolt during laser cleaning 

 

1.27 Summary 

To clean and maintain the bolted joints in the steel bridges and improve the durability and 

safety of high-strength bolts, a 3 kW rotating CWL was used to perform laser surface treatment on 

the nuts of M22 high-strength bolts under different irradiation durations, and the relationship 

between the change in the bolt axial force and the distribution of the temperature field to the 

irradiation duration was investigated. The conclusions are as follows. 

1. During laser irradiation, the axial force of the high-strength bolt increased by approximately 

10 kN, independent of the total irradiation duration. 

2. After the laser irradiation, the bolt axial force rapidly decreased to the minimum value Fmin 

and recovered to a stable value Fs after cooling. The decreasing amplitudes of Fmin and Fs were 

positively correlated with total irradiation time. 

3. The 3 kW CWL is recommended to continuously clean the nut for no more than 45 s to avoid 

an axial force loss of more than 10% and bolt failure caused by high temperature. 

4. When irradiation is required for a long time, multiple short-duration irradiations can 

effectively reduce axial force loss. 

5. The logarithmic equations of Fmin and Fs with the irradiation duration were defined, which 
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can be used as a reference for making maintenance plans for bolt joints. 

The results of the rotary laser cleaning method for high-strength bolts proposed in this study 

are satisfactory and can provide a reference for the design of laser cleaning robots in the future. 

However, current research focuses on a single M22 bolt. It should be supplemented with additional 

sizes and types of bolts and rivets, such as double nut bolts, through further experimental analysis. 

In addition, it is found that CWL irradiation will cause local vibration of bolts, which may improve 

the cleaning effect and help detect the change in bolt axial force, which will be the focus of future 

studies. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

1.28 Summary and conclusions 

Corrosion is one of the common diseases of steel structure.  Influenced by the atmospheric 

environment such as temperature, humidity and airborne salt content, as well as the differences in 

steel and anti-corrosion types, steel structures usually form different levels of corrosion, mainly 

shown in different thickness of rust layer and corrosion depth.  Corrosion cleaning is an important 

step in the maintenance of steel structures.  In order to clean corrosion products efficiently, various 

surface treatment methods have been proposed and widely used.  Although there are a large number 

of engineering experience and specifications of various countries on the surface treatment and 

painting standards to make provisions, in the actual surface cleaning engineering still appear 

incomplete rust removal and the occurrence of corrosion under the coating after painting.  This 

phenomenon is particularly obvious in the case of severe corrosion.  Fundamentally, it is caused by 

insufficient salt removal in the process of surface cleaning.  Efficient corrosion cleaning method 

should be carried out according to different corrosion degrees, especially severely corroded 

condition.  In this dissertation, a series of research on field investigation, artificial corrosion pit 

specimens test and hybrid surface cleaning method are carried out.  The effect of pre-treatment tools 

on corrosion cleaning and the cleaning effect and applicable corrosion grade of post-treatment 

methods were discussed. Finally, the cleaning effect and scope were verified by engineering 

application. 

In Chapter 2 investigated and summarized the corroded characteries of common steel and 

weathering steel, the shape of the corrosion pit is clarified, and the difficult of corrosion cleaning 

are pointed out. In Chapter 3 verified and evaluated the cleaning effect of different hybrid surface 

treatment method with artificial corrosion pit specimens of three different corrosion degrees by 

turning time test. It is suggested to use CWL cleaning technology to clean severely corroded steel 

components. In Chapter 4 verified and proposed a quantitative evaluation method and cleaning 

process for 3 kW CW cleaning based on image analysis. In Chapter 5 verified the possibility of 

hand-held 3 kW CWL cleaning severely corroded steel components by engineering case. And also 
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presented a attempt of laser cleaning in wet and underwater condition. In Chapter 6 proposed CWL 

cleaning on high strength bolt components and analyzed the possible axial force loss during the 

cleaning process. In this dissertation, through a series of tests and engineering attempts to verify the 

help of pretreatment method, abrasive blasting technology in general corrosion cleaning superiority 

and CWL in severe corrosion cleaning and bolt cleaning applicability. And the following 

conclusions are obtained: 

(a) The thickness of the rust layer has a linear relationship with the mean corrosion depth. Without 

rain washing effect, the depth-to-thickness ratio is about 0.2, with rain washing the ratio up to 

0.3, and in the case of rainwater stagnant, the ratio is 0.5. 

(b) Pitting corrosion, especially severely corrosion pits, will show as rust buds over the pit, and 

the size of the rust buds is the same as the size of the corrosion pits, which can be used for 

corrosion pit size analysis. 

(c) With the increase of corrosion degree, the conical Angle of severe corrosion pit will approach 

145°. The conical Angle of corrosion pit of weathering steel is larger than that of ordinary steel. 

(d) Secondary corrosion appears at the bottom of the severely corroded pits. The conical angle of 

the secondary corrosion pit is much smaller than the corrosion pit itself, which will be the 

difficulty of surface treatment. 

(e) Pre-treatment tools are only helpful for cleaning severely corroded steel components, among 

which the cup wire power tool has the best effect, but the diamond grinder power tool has the 

highest efficiency. 

(f) Severely corroded steel members cannot be guaranteed salt removal effect even with clean 

level of Sa 2.5 or 3 after abrasive blasting, and there is a risk of corrosion under the coating. 

(g) The 3 kW rotating CWL can clean approximately 200 μm of the rust layer per round of 

irradiation and the salt can be removed efficiently in the laser ablation process, suitable for 

cleaning severely corroded steel components. 

(h) Photometric analysis can be used to obtain surface color information for the quantitative 

evaluation of cleanliness. The hue value can be used to distinguish the degree of corrosion of 

weathering steel, and the color difference before and after laser irradiation can be used to 

evaluate cleanliness.  
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(i) The hand-held 3 kW CWL can achieve the same level of rust removal as abrasive blasting 

verified by an engineering case and the cleaning efficiency of CWL can reach to1.2 m2/h  

(j) Wet and underwater laser cleaning method can help improve the cleaning effect. Laser ablated 

on the wet rust layer will achieve the best cleaning effect in engineering. 

(k) 3 kW CWL is suitable for high-strength bolt cleaning engineering and can control the bolt axial 

force loss within 10 kN. 

1.29 Recommendations for future work 

(a) This dissertation summarizes and evaluates the application scope and effect of various surface 

treatment methods, discusses the engineering applicability of the hybrid method, introduces 

the advantages of 3 kW CWL in severe corrosion cleaning, and through the actual engineering 

verification, provides a reference for the corrosion of steel components and bolt components 

cleaning. However, the current research still has the possibility of progress, which needs to be 

further studied in the future:  

(b) Develop CWL with higher power and energy density. In this dissertation, only the 3 kW CWL 

was used to remove rust and salt, and good results have been obtained. In order to improve the 

efficiency and effect of laser cleaning, increasing laser power will be the most direct and 

effective method.  

(c) Improve the quantitative evaluation index of laser cleaning. In this dissertation, the quantitative 

evaluation index of 3 kW CWL cleaning corrosion weathering steel is discussed. In the process 

of developing new laser parameters, it is necessary to improve the evaluation of surface 

cleanliness at the same time for engineering application.  

(d) Study the applicability of laser cleaning surface coating. The laser clean surface will form oxide 

layer and remelting layer, or will affect the adhesion and durability of the coating, laser clean 

surface is suitable for coating needs to be further verified.  

(e) Supplement and improve the laser cleaning bolt experiment. This dissertation only discusses 

the possibility and applicability of 3 kW CWL for cleaning M22 high-strength bolts. Further 

investigation of bolts of different sizes and classes is needed to determine the effect of different 

laser conditions on different bolts. 
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